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In this opening section we present a 
brief context of the report and 
summary of our approach to  
sustainability.  

This section describes the role of Robi 
in society and its impact on various 
stakeholders, alongside key messages 
from our leadership. 

In this section we present an extract of 
our focus on meeting stakeholder 
expectations in the context of our key 
business matters and our impact on 
the SDGs that help deliver value to the 
many connected with our business. 

This section offers a glimpse into our 
mission for fostering digital equality 
and ensuring digital inclusion for all. 

This section provides insights into 
how we are building a better society 
for all through our various initiatives 
and practices that have been woven 
as a part and parcel of our business. 

This section provides information on 
how we build capacity among our two 
most critical stakeholder constituents 
– our employees and our supply chain 
partners. Doing this through a social 
lens reinforces the foundations of our 
enterprise as a sustainable business.  

This section offers information on our 
focus on greening our industry, includ-
ing our emphasis on creating a green 
office. This we believe will go a long 
way in bringing about environmental 
transformation across the industry, 
leading to positive action for the 
climate. It also articulates our ambition 
towards net-zero emissions by 2050. 

This section offers a view into our 
best-in-class governance standards 
and our zero tolerance towards any 
deviations or breaches. We are also 
aligned with Axiata’s processes and 
regulations and hence assure 
high-quality governance practiced 
throughout our organisation. 

This section offers a view into our 
contributions to Bangladesh’s 
society as an essential digital 
services provider. 
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Our approach 

Robi Axiata Limited’s Sustainability Report 2021 portrays the Company’s commitment to sustainable development and highlights 
our sustainability strategy and performance in 2021. This report was developed as part of our annual reporting process and is 
intended to be read in conjunction with our 2021 Integrated Annual Report. This is a report published voluntarily, to provide our 
stakeholders with a holistic view of our performance . 

Scope and boundary 

Through this report, we discuss how we are conducting our business responsibly, while aiming for achieving harmony between 
people, planet and prosperity. We highlight our key stakeholders and demonstrate how we interact with them throughout the year. 

The reporting scope and boundary for our indicators, unless otherwise stated, covers the operations of Robi across all our locations 
in Bangladesh. Being a digital telecommunications Company, our supply chain encompasses the procurement of goods and services 
for our own operations as well as how we engage and add value to our distributors and small retailers dotting the country.

This report includes data primarily sourced from our internal and external reporting and data management systems. 

Reporting principles 

This report is aligned to GRI Standards (Core Option) issued by the Global Sustainability Standard Board (GSSB) and Sustainability 
Accounting Standard Board (SASB). Our material issues are also aligned to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN 
SDGs). As part of report assurance, our sustainability disclosures are reviewed and verified internally by cross-functional departments.

Approach to materiality 

We have conducted a materiality assessment to comprehend the issues that matter for us and the impact it has on our internal and 
external stakeholders. The report incorporates financial and primarily non-financial information on ESG (Environmental, Social, and 
Governance) in a manner that can help our stakeholders understand how the Company creates and sustains value for itself as well 
as the society over the long-term. 

Suggestions and feedback 

In the interests of advancing our commitment to sustainability, you are requested to kindly share your feedback on our Sustainability 
Report 2021. Please send your comments or suggestions to: sustainability@robi.com.bd 

http://www.robi.com.bd 

Our full reporting suite, including our 
quarterly results, are available on our 

website: www.robi.com.bd 
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INTRODUCTION
About this report 

In conjunction with our Integrated Annual Report 2021, our Sustainability Report 2021 provides an evidenced update on our              
sustainability strategies, activities and performance over the 2021 financial year. Reflecting our organisation-wide strategy, the 
report is structured around our key strategic pillars of better connectivity, better governance, better society and a better planet. 

Sustainability Report 2021
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The world is changing. Economic challenges resulting from the pandemic persist, societies are growing dependent on digital 
systems, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are rising. The performance of a Company is no longer solely measured based on 
financial metrics, but ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) metrics are becoming equally important too. 

Developing strong multi-tier foundations for growth through our well-crafted
sustainability agenda.  

This transition represents a major opportunity for Robi, as we have the ability, scale, influence and impact to drive change towards a 
more sustainable and equal society.

Sustainability is at the centre of everything we do. As a telecommunications Company with digital aspirations at its core, we focus on 
fostering value for all our stakeholders across the entire value chain – always considering economic, environmental and social aspects 
in all our initiatives and activities.

We believe we can make the largest positive impact by not only nurturing a digital society aligned with the far-reaching Digital 
Bangladesh vision of the government, but also by developing and offering innovative technologies that complements positive actions 
for the climate.

Our sustainability agenda 



With our clearly defined strategic objectives, the most critical of which is our net-zero emissions target by 2050, Robi actively 
contributes to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). The remarkable engagement of our employees 
and their strong identification with the Company’s culture and ethos are a key contributor to our success. We promote an open 
work environment rooted in inclusion and diversity, where everyone is treated fairly and has equal access to opportunities. 

Since the founding of the Company, social responsibility has been an integral part of our culture with our longstanding                  
commitment to community engagement. With this, the progress made on strategic targets is closely monitored and measured. 
To make sure immediate action is taken and to enhance organisational engagement, there is a clear structure of accountability in 
place, whereby economic, social and societal performance are transparently integrated into everyday working.

Thus, as part of our manifesto for change, Robi’s Sustainability Report 2021 provides a comprehensive overview of the                   
Company’s sustainability agenda and performance during the year. Simultaneously, the report also highlights the performance 
of the identified material topics, reflecting the sustainability impacts of our operations on employees, customers, distributors/ 
retailers and communities.

Robi Axiata Limited  I  Sustainability Report 20216
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Robi’s retail telco connectivity solutions include 4.5G mobile broadband network that promises high speeds to facilitate on-demand 
entertainment, streaming services (music and video) and digital financial solutions. Further, our enterprise/business solutions 
comprise a wide bouquet of offerings, including secure connectivity, cloud and data centre services, cyber security, IoT and 
cloud-based communication. 

Our evolution as one of the largest telecom companies of Bangladesh is characterised by the spirit of innovation that has enabled 
us to forge ahead with a number of pioneering industry firsts, rooted in our passion of humanising technology to deliver better, 
simpler, faster, friendlier and more customised services and experiences via our mobile network that ensures deep coverage across 
all corners of the country. 

With customer-centricity integral to our business, we are focused on continuous innovation to become a part of the digital lifestyle 
of our customers. Indeed, with digitalisation changing the way consumers communicate and access services, we are continuing to 
harness our exemplary mobile offerings to provide innovative digital products and solutions in the spirit of bridging the digital divide 
and advancing digital inclusion. 

Today, rooted on our strong foundations, we are well-positioned for the future to unlock the full benefits of advanced connectivity 
technologies, including 5G, AI and IoT for large scale public benefit. Focused on emerging as the digital enterprise of choice in 
Bangladesh, we are committed to providing our customers with innovative services that matter to them the most.  

OVERVIEW
This is Robi 

Robi, as one of the largest homegrown consumer brands of Bangladesh, is amongst the top-2 telecommunications Company of the 
country with an active subscriber base of 53.7 mn. 

Leading digital telco of Bangladesh

Our many   Firsts!

Company to 
launch 4.5G 

services
simultaneously

in all
64 districts

of Bangladesh! 

1ST
Company to 

have launched 
Voice over

LTE (VoLTE) 
technology on 

its 4.5G 
network! 

1ST
Company to take 
mobile financial 
services (MFS) 

to unserved/ 
underserved 

communities in 
rural hinterlands 
and semi-urban 

areas!

1ST
Company to 

conceive and 
create the 

largest online 
school, 

“Robi-10 
Minute 

School”! 

1ST
and only 

Company in 
Bangladesh         

to have 
successfully 

conducted trial 
run of 5G!

1ST

4.5G
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Population coverage
as of EoY 2021: 98.1% 

53.7 mn

Total
customers

Active
data

customers

39.6 mn

4.5G
coverage

98.1%

Connecting the length and breadth of Bangladesh

4.5G
coverage map

(outdoor)
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We are focused on building the right organisational attitude. 

Our ethos and principles 

Our core values 

At Robi, we work with a firm commitment to practice Uncompromising Integrity, and Exceptional Performance (UI.EP) to ensure 
creation of value, putting the Customer at the Centre.

Our guiding principles 

Keeping pace with the evolving digital landscape of the country, we aim to establish ourselves as a leader in providing                            
customer-centric data and digital services, with our four Guiding Principles acting as a beacon of light to pave the path. 

Our ethical conduct

We understand that our business depends on the trust of our customers, vendors and partners, and we are committed to always 
conduct our business in a responsible, ethical and lawful manner. 

During the course of this journey, we adopted a Code of Conduct; Anti Bribery and Anti-Corruption (ABAC) Policy; Gift, Donation 
and Sponsorship (GDS) Policy and Whistleblowing Policy to guide our decisions through an unbiased and highly ethical approach. 
Achieving substantial progress in 2021, Robi achieved 100% ABAC training for all employees during the year, while also adopting 
the group’s Gift, Donation and Sponsorship (GDS) Policy for local operations. 

Our beliefs and values 

We strongly believe that our values of Uncompromising Integrity, Exceptional Performance (UI.EP) serves as the foundation of our 
operations, which enables us to provide agile, quality and reliable services and also conduct business with integrity, honesty and 
transparency. 

Uncompromising Integrity – We are committed to upholding the highest standards of lawful and ethical conduct, and to                
demonstrating honesty, fairness and accountability in all our dealings.

Exceptional Performance – Always pushing ourselves to deliver outstanding performance, we are determined to be the winner, 
leader and the best-in-class in whatever we do. 

Our guiding principles

Our ethos and principles enable us to maintain a cohesive and closely knit 
Company culture even across a distributed workforce.   

Encourage questions to gain clarity

Value and share information and analytics to gain perspective

Seek trends to spot opportunities and solutions

Learn from failures for future success

Be Agile
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Focus on customers to understand their problems and
unearth their desires

Innovate to ensure customer satisfaction

Constantly improvise on processes to ensure speed in
catering to customers

Create an authentic sense of purpose among people

Demonstrate respect for all you interact with

Build trust and transparency around communication

Cultivate diversity and inclusion

Collaborate and engage with all stakeholders to achieve results 

Pursue employee ideas to develop entrepreneurial mindset

Take financial risk to foster innovation

Learn from failures and identify learnings for future success

Demand consistent quality

Inspire to
Innovate

Collaborate
to Deliver

Go Digital

H E A D L I N E S

GRI 102-44  I  405-1  I  413-1  I  305-5  I  302-1



Strategic highlights: Our impact 

Delivering economic, social and societal value is at the heart of our business operations, even as we focus our efforts and initiatives 
on better governance through measuring our impact, better society through our citizenship initiatives, and a better planet through 
our commitment to net-zero by 2050. 

Taking up the sustainability challenge through our focus on entrepreneurial 
leadership, execution excellence and a commitment to Bangladesh’s future.

4.77/5
-----------------------

Digital Customer Experience score 

42.9
-----------------------

Digital Reputation score 

53.7 mn 
-----------------------

Active subscribers 

39.6 mn
-----------------------
Internet subscribers

 
98.1% 

-----------------------
4.5G coverage 

Customer value Social value

Tk. 18,844 mn
-----------------------

Investment in infrastructure 

Tk. 45,749 mn
-----------------------

Contribution to the public purse

56.2% 
-----------------------

Revenue given as tax 

Tk. 27,424 mn
-----------------------

Procurement spend

Robi Axiata Limited  I  Sustainability Report 202112



Societal value 

3,806 kW  
-----------------------

Renewable energy
produced 

Tk. 17 mn
-----------------------

CSR contribution 

15 mn
-----------------------
Students benefitting

from Robi-10 MS 

Employee value

Tk. 27 mn
-----------------------

Employee training spend 

1,410 
-----------------------

Total employees 

Tk. 3,235 mn
-----------------------

Salary payments 

13% 
-----------------------

Women in the workforce  
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“At Robi, while we have 
always built sustainability 
principles and actions into 
the strategy, culture and 
day-to-day operations of 
our Company, we are taking 
a big step forward through 
our commitment to net-zero 
emissions by 2050.” 

- Thayaparan Sangarapillai, Chairman 

At Robi, our long and rich history of giving back 
to society was built on the values of innovation, 
entrepreneurship, humanity and a people-       
centric culture. We ensure that our success is 
reflected in the socio-economic development of 
the communities we engage with, and that our 
clients, employees and society are also part of 
our success story.  Sustainability is a critical part 
of this endeavour and we always explore 
initiatives to enrich our stakeholders sustainably 
through our engagement and impact. 

At Robi, we firmly believe in the power of 
technology and communication services to 
support socio-economic development, augment 
financial inclusion, and promote sustainable 
growth. Our purpose and commitment to 
national development have shaped our 
decisions, as we responded to the profound 
challenges brought on by Covid-19. Our 
response strategy, implemented in phases, 
focused on enhancing communication and 
enabling information-sharing between                 
governments, individuals, communities and 
businesses during these challenging                      
circumstances and providing assistance in 
multiple ways to help the government cope 
with the crisis.

Our response to the health crisis has also 
hinged on addressing health and safety issues 
to save lives while providing societal support 
through effective response measures. For 
instance, our national information centre and 
public helpline, “333”, emerged as a vital 
re-purposed communication link between the 
government and citizens. Besides, our                      
innovation in edtech led to Robi-10 MS                      
becoming the largest digital school of                  
Bangladesh, providing vital learning resources 
to a vast swath of the youth population, 
enabling them to continue with their studies 
uninterrupted. 

Leveraging our telco solutions, we initiated 
crucial interventions during the pandemic, 
including offering registered doctors of 
Directorate General of Health Services with 33

Chairman’s prefatory note 

 



GB data for free for a 6-month window. Understanding the difficulties faced by our channel partners, we also extended Tk. 8.5 mn 
emergency support to distributors and vendors during the pandemic. Besides, in a major step forward in greening our industry, we 
generated 3,806 kW of renewable solar energy through panels installed on the ground and atop our BTS sites. This is revolutionary 
in Bangladesh’s context and the initiative received the Innovation Leadership award and the Green Telecom award at the 19th 
Global Edition of the Business Leader of the Year award in India. 

There are many other initiatives where we harnessed the scale and impact of the organisation for national good, advancing the 
dream of an advanced society with a touch of digital innovation. We also upheld our role as a public service Company by successfully 
maintaining network availability and quality, while closely monitoring the increased demand and managing congestion throughout 
the year. We maintained 4.5G coverage across more than 98% of the country’s population. 

Fundamental to developing industry sustainability thought leadership is for all our colleagues to increasingly ‘think sustainably’ while 
making decisions. Importantly, our 2050 net-zero emissions target will be an outcome of this collective effort. To support this           
overarching objective, we will continue to align our sustainability responsibility to our capital allocation decisions, while also focusing 
our combined efforts on green telecom. 

Though key performance indicators (KPIs) will be our guidepost in enabling us to measure our impact, our endeavours will be        
fundamentally about being a better, more responsible Company and taking meaningful steps forward to achieve our objectives. 

Thank you for being a part of our journey. 

Sincerely, 

Thayaparan Sangarapillai 
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“Sustainability drives innovation 
and permeates our entire         
organisation. It is both a mindset 
guiding us to be more respectful 
and resourceful in all our             
endeavours and a prerequisite 
for us to move towards the 
world of tomorrow that promises 
a better future for all.” 

- M. Riyaaz Rasheed, Acting CEO and CFO

At Robi, we aim to create added value for all 
stakeholders – with our sustainable products 
and solutions, close collaboration along the 
entire value chain, active community                      
engagement, and our motivated employees 
committed to the cause of an equal digital 
society. Being a part of a multinational                   
telecommunications conglomerate, Axiata, our 
parentage endows us with the thinking of 
sustainable transformation in our pursuit of 
profit in consonance with preserving our 
societal, social and natural ecosystems. 

Creating and sustaining harmony is important 
for our organisation's growth, and enhancing 
our Environmental, Social, and Governance 
(ESG) footprint is based on the conviction that it 
comprises our license to operate and is much 
beyond simply generating revenues. 

At Robi, we are playing our role in supporting 
the nation and its goals. As we navigate 
through the changes brought forth by                    
globalisation, technology, consumer behaviour 
and the recent pandemic, embedding ESG 
factors into our core strategy can help us align 
to the major objectives of the nation in meeting 
climate targets and also to the SDGs as well as 
Bangladesh’s Vision 2041 that envisages 
graduation to a developed country.

On this transformational path towards a 
resilient future, Robi is developing an approach 
encompassing several aspects of sustainability 
under its focus areas of rejuvenating society, 
renewing the ecosystem and redefining the 
workplace, while at the same time endorsing 
responsible business. This is at the heart of our 
focus on net-zero carbon roadmap to be 
achieved by the year 2050. 

As a key part of taking us there is our green 
telecom solution that enables sustainable 
electrification through roof-mounted solar 
panels on our network sites. This represents the 

Acting CEO’s statement

 



most plausible solution to not only ensure self-powered sites but also to take the load off the national grid and thus contribute to the 
decarbonisation of the entire power generation sector. While this is a part of our environmental commitment in our ESG focus, we 
are also advancing our governance practices by ensuring that the business remains compliant with all applicable laws, regulatory 
requirements and policies.

Some of the major dimensions of our ethics and compliance program include Code of Conduct that ensures our commitment to 
conduct our business operations in a manner that is efficient, effective and fair; our Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption (ABAC) Policy 
that governs the Company’s internal and external stakeholders’ practices and is in line with Axiata’s UI.EP values, enforcing a zero 
tolerance policy towards bribery and corruption; our Gifts, Donations and Sponsorships (GDS) Policy that provides a guideline on 
how to manage and respond to gift donations and sponsorship related matters; and our Whistleblowing/Speak Up Policy that 
stewards the whistleblowing process, establishing a mechanism to encourage everyone who has a relationship with the Company 
to voice and register their concerns without fear of retaliation or unfair treatment.

The social contract we share with our people is special. We build on this contract through several initiatives we have for transforming 
our human resources. Thus, in building value for our people, our emphasis pivots around creating a Modern, Agile and Digital (MAD) 
culture and enhancing diversity, equity and inclusion, whilst creating facilitative mechanisms for employee wellbeing and                      
professional and personal growth. 

We also have a number of learning and knowledge-building platforms in place that empower our people to get certified in critical 
tech-related subjects. Further, we also have well-structured reward programs that seek to incentivise performance and hence 
nurture a culture that is built on transparency, productivity and continuous transformation. Besides, female participation in the 
workforce is an important metric for us and we have a number of programs specific to women empowerment and welfare. 

Creating harmony through our ESG practices comprises our vision of a better Bangladesh. Going beyond just compliance, we see 
long-term value in being socially and environmentally responsible to ensure sustainable business growth. We use our sustainability 
philosophy to focus on aspects across all areas of our business. Since ESG factors have a wide-ranging impact on business results 
and society, we ensure that these are in alignment with our growth strategy and are embedded in our execution.

With the assurance to continue on our sustainability journey, we bring to you our Sustainability Report 2021, showcasing our 
progress for the year. 

Best wishes,

M. Riyaaz Rasheed 
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Our Leadership Team 

Mohammed Shahedul Alam
Chief Corporate & Regulatory Officer

Md. Faisal Imtiaz Khan
Chief Human Resources Officer

Md. Adil Hossain Noble
Chief Enterprise Business Officer

Ruhul Amin
Chief Strategy Officer

Perihane Elhamy Ahmed Metaweh
Chief Technology Officer

Shihab Ahmad
Chief Commercial Officer

M. Riyaaz Rasheed
Acting CEO and CFO

 

Debdulal Karmaker
Executive Vice President, Risk & Compliance
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Awards and accolades

Robi is among the most awarded telco of Bangladesh!

Notable awards won 

333, the short code for 
accessing digital public 
service, was awarded 

with Honorable Mention 
of Best Innovation Public 

Service - Innovation in 
Service Delivery at the 

3rd edition of the 
Bangladesh Innovation 

Award 2021

Innovation Leadership 
and Green Telecom 
awards at the 19th 

Global Edition of the 
Business Leader of the 

Year award in India 

PMO of the Year award         
from Project Management 

Institute Bangladesh @ 
Bangladesh Project 

Management Symposium 
and Excellence Awards 

2021

Silver award under Telco 
category at the Institute 

of Cost and Management 
Accountants of 

Bangladesh (ICMAB) 
Best Corporate 
Award-2020 

Recognised with the 
Global Best Employer 

Brand Award from 
World HRD Congress

Recognised as the most 
socially devoted brand in 

Bangladesh for three 
consecutive years by 

Socialbakers and ranked 
#1 in the world in Q2 

2021 

OVERVIEW
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Best Digital 
Finance & 

Procurement in 
recognition of 
digitalisation 

initiatives across 
Finance & 

Procurement 

Best Digital IT in 
recognition of 
digitalisation 

initiatives across IT 

Best Digital Talent 
& Culture in 

recognition of 
digitalisation across 

Talent & Culture

Best Digital Sales & 
Distribution in 
recognition of 
digitalisation 

initiatives across 
“Sales & Distribution”

Best Use of 
Analytics

Best Digitised 
Enterprise 
Business

Major awards won from Axiata, 2020
(Awards were announced and conferred in 2021) 

Leap Heroes award (Front-end functions)

Leap Heroes Special Awards
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Most Collaborative 
OpCo in recognition 

of the highest 
collaboration score 

Most Improved 
Customer               

Experience in 
recognition of highest 
YoY improvement in 

rNPS score or 
Customer

Satisfaction Index 

ASL Gold Awards

Best Overall 
Performance in 
recognition for 

outstanding 
all-round

performance 

ASL Platinum Awards

ASL Special 
Awards for Best 
Overall Covid-19 

Responses 

LEAP Excellence 
award for Most 
Digitised OpCo

Other awards
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At Robi, we have a large and thriving stakeholder ecosystem that broadly comprises consumers, customers (enterprise), employees, 
suppliers, communities and the planet, government and regulators, and shareholders/investors. Our focused engagement with each 
of them on major impact matters is described below. 

INTERCONNECTEDNESS
Stakeholder engagement 

Valuable stakeholder insights enable us to align our sustainability initiatives to stakeholder requirements and ensure we deliver value 
to society. Over the last year, we stepped up engagements around our sustainability solutions with a focus on customers, employees 
and investors. With the mobile and internet becoming household staples, it is important for us to embed ourselves deeper into 
society.  

Maintaining continuous dialogue with our stakeholders is critical to our 
long-term success. 

Robi Axiata Limited  I  Sustainability Report 202124

Key focus areasStakeholder

Consumers

Enterprise customers

Employees

Suppliers

Communities and the planet

Government and regulators

Investors/shareholders

Meeting expectations around product affordability and accessibility and 
service quality and reliability 

Addressing operational digitalisation/digital transformation needs of 
businesses across size and scale 

Ongoing engagement with intent to enable our teams to realise their full 
potential, while nurturing a conducive workplace 

Offering business-enhancing solutions and prospects for enabling mutual 
growth among our suppliers/vendor partners 

Working towards creating a harmonious social environment through uplift 
initiatives while planning for long-term net zero emissions 

Compliance with regulations, transparent tax contributions and playing our 
role in creating a progressive national telecommunications industry 

Focused on unlocking long-term value through enhancing operational efficiency, 
market share growth, prudent capital allocation and ESG alignment
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Consumers Why we engage

Our consumers are at the heart of everything we do. Hence, understanding 
our end consumers tells us if our services support our reputation as an                 
innovative digital services provider. 

How we engage

• Consumer surveys 
• Consumer portal
• Direct marketing and communication
   around B2C products

Key topics discussed

• Wide bouquet of retail solutions, including
   affordable recharge packs  
• Ethical behaviour
• Data privacy

Customers
(enterprise)

Why we engage

Harnessing our deep skills in digital and aligned with the Digital Bangladesh 
vision of the government, we enable digital transformation for our enterprise 
customers for them to become more efficient, profitable and sustainable.

How we engage

• One-to-one meetings and presentations 
• Regular discussions through dedicated
   project managers

Key topics discussed

• Enterprise digitalisation scope 
• Data privacy and cybersecurity 
• Ethical behaviour 

Employees Why we engage

Our people are essential to our business. Discussing performance and               
providing training and opportunities helps to keep our people motivated and 
engaged.

How we engage

• Our employee engagement programs,
   including townhalls 
• Intranet portal and internal social network
• Cutting-edge training programs and learning modules
• Well-structured onboarding process

Key topics discussed

• Sustainability awareness and best
   practices in the workplace 
• Ethical conduct 
• Health and safety 
• Talent retention 
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Suppliers Why we engage

Our suppliers support us in the smooth delivery of our services. In turn, we 
need to understand how we are adding value to their businesses.

How we engage

• Supplier code of conduct
• Supplier audits

Key topics discussed

• Ethics and transparency 
• Business trends 
• Timely compensation 
• Employment creation 

Communities
and the planet Why we engage

Our communities and the planet both affect our business and could be                
affected by our operations. We evaluate whether our sustainability                       
endeavours are recognised as being among the very best, including regionally 
within the Axiata operating companies. 

How we engage

• Multiple projects across the network
• Impact surveys
• One-to-one meetings with beneficiaries 

Key topics discussed

• Importance of societal resilience 
• Impact of target initiatives 
• Livelihood and employment 
• Access to the basics, including healthcare,
   education, etc.  
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Investors/
shareholders Why we engage

Our investors are vital to our ongoing success and growth. We constantly aim to 
be assessed as both a sound investment and a sustainable business.

How we engage

• Annual General Meeting, Annual Report
   and Sustainability Report 
• Meetings with investors and analysts
• Responses to analyst questionnaires

Key topics discussed

• Sustainability solutions, impact evaluation
   of our activities
• Ethical behaviour and conduct 
• Governance transparency, including adherence
   to all corporate laws and policies  
• Risk resilience 
• Strategic planning and execution 
• Cybersecurity
• ESG performance and reporting 

Government
and regulators Why we engage

Government and regulators are often moving in the same direction that we are, 
towards a stable and resilient telecom sector with transparent policies governing 
the sector. Through engagement with this stakeholder set, we get a clear picture of 
how we contribute to driving innovation and promoting sustainable development.

How we engage

• Ongoing meetings and discussions 
• Liaison around key industry trends

Key topics discussed

• Governance, risk management and
   business continuity
• Cybersecurity and tech readiness 
• Data privacy and protection
• Impact and exchequer contribution 
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Materiality matrix

Our materiality matrix that defines our material issues is the outcome of stakeholder consultation, megatrend and risk analysis, and 
benchmarking against international principles, including the GRI standards. Stakeholder inputs, combined with the key risks                
identified by our Enterprise Risk Management Framework, determine the overall potential impact of each of these topics, as shown 
in the matrix.

Robi’s materiality matrix captures the issues deemed by our stakeholders to be 
materially important to our organisation. It is also aligned to the Axiata                 
materiality matrix 

A materiality assessment is a process to identify the 
most important sustainability topics, opportunities 
and risks for Robi’s business from the dual                       
perspectives of their importance to stakeholders, and 
their importance to the Company. The outcome is a 
materiality matrix, demonstrating all topics that are 
identified and prioritised to focus on the ones that 
matter the most to our business and stakeholders. 
The information gained through this process supports 
decisions about the direction of the business, allows 
the integration of sustainability topics into the core 
business strategy, and facilitates the selection of 
relevant topics for sustainability reporting.

At the Company, we have a fairly straightforward 
process that represents our materiality assessment 
approach. The key facets of this approach include 
review of material matters, stakeholder engagement 
and sustainability impact assessment. Such an 
approach completes our ability to fulfill our stakeholders’ 
evolving expectations and thus advances our 
objectives in sustainable value creation. 
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Resource
management

Business
continuity

Citizenship
initiatives

Talent
development

Supply chain
management

Operational health
and safety

Ethics and
compliance

DigitisationDigital inclusion
Data privacy and

cybersecurity

Product affordability
and accessibility

Fair employment
and welfare

Climate action Network coverage
and quality

Our focusMaterial matter

Network coverage
and quality

Product affordability
and accessibility

  

Digitisation

Ethics and compliance

Enhancing network quality and coverage through continuous improvements in 
efficiency, availability and reliability

Ensuring availability of the product range and affordability considering the 
price sensitivity of the market 

Focusing on enterprise digital transformation, in line with the fast-digitising 
economy 

Ensuring compliance within the ambit of Bangladeshi laws, alongside                   
adhering to the rules and regulations of our parent, Axiata 
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Talent development

Business continuity

  

Fair employment
and welfare

  
Data privacy and
cybersecurity

Operational health
and safety

Digital inclusion

   

Supply chain
management

  

Social initiatives

Resource management

Climate action

Elevating employee skills and competencies through offering a wide array of 
learning and training modules and enabling workforce futurisation

Engaging in strategic and redundancy planning, precipitated by the need to 
fulfill our role as the leading digital service provider 

Fostering fair and transparent recruitment practices by embracing diversity, inclusion 
and meritocracy in the workforce, and offering fair compensation and benefits

Protection of all data, information and intellectual property against                           
cybersecurity breaches and enabling customers’ safety online 

Providing for the health, safety and wellbeing of our employees, especially in 
the face of healthcare challenges, as laid bare by the Covid-19 pandemic 

Taking our role seriously in providing affordable and innovative digital products 
and services in addressing the digital gap and major societal challenges 

Advancing fair and transparent business practices amongst our supply chain 
partners, especially small retailers 

Generating positive impact for beneficiaries of our targetted corporate    
responsibility programs and activities 

Being judicious in our resource management practices that take into cognisance 
the preservation of natural resources, including land, water, paper, etc.

Take actions and initiatives that are consistent with our mission of attaining 
net-zero carbon emissions by the year 2050    

Some of our other material topics that remain under observation include

Adaption and mitigation
of climate change

Applied
governance

Employee
feedback

Diversity in
the leadership

team

Sustainable
procurement

Water
footprint

GRI 102-15  I  102-29  I  102-31



53.7 mn

Total
customers

Active
data

customers

39.6 mn

4.5G
coverage

98.1%

Sustainability ambitions 

Building on our success as among the largest listed telecom Company of            
Bangladesh, we have set the bar even higher with our sustainability ambitions. 

At Robi, we are increasingly incorporating the principles of ESG with a view to address the major concerns and expectations of our 
stakeholders and society over the responsibilities expected out of us. As the world is going through a paradigm shift, offering 
services that cater to the holistic needs of our stakeholders is becoming a matter of extreme importance. Our goal is to transform 
society through digital solutions and ensure economic value-addition for society. 

Our approach to sustainability focuses on the key pillars of a better planet through sound environmental stewardship, better social 
and hence societal value through corporate citizenship, and better governance that is also foundational for our expectations of a 
better planet and society. A critical guiding tool will be our focus on net-zero emissions, as we work towards evolving the                        
organisation to meet this goal by 2050. The future of our sustainability practices will hinge on our roadmap to net-zero. 

A core part of our sustainability ambitions is our sustainability framework that articulates our ambitions of a better planet, better 
society and better governance. 

CSR
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Our sustainability framework 

BETTER PLANET

Supporting the transition to a 
low-carbon and climate 
resilient world through 
responsible resource use and 
effective waste management

• Continue driving GHG 
emissions reduction and 
support green and sustainable 
telecommunications industry 

• Promote a culture of 
efficiency in the use of natural 
resources, including spectrum 

• Industries and environment

Enable digital transformation 
across industries that promote 
overall efficiency, while 
curtailing the use of natural 
resources 

• Natural resources

Enable the sustainable 
management and efficient use 
of natural resources across our 
offices and workplaces in our 
bid to promote a green office 

BETTER SOCIETY

Empowering digital and societal 
equality and well-being, while 
promoting common prosperity

• Endorse a safe, fair and 
inclusive work environment with 
highly engaged and empowered 
teams

• Make a positive and long- 
lasting impact on local                   
communities

• Connectivity and products

Enable universal connectivity 
and affordable, safe and 
sustainable products and 
services for all 

• Fundamentals of society 

Enable proper health and 
welfare through our social 
programs and addressing the 
large gaps in some of the key 
areas of society, such as 
education 

BETTER GOVERNANCE

Enabling long-term value 
unlocking through secure, fair, 
transparent and responsible 
business practices

• Embed integrity, efficiency and 
customer focus to provide 
best-in-class products and services, 
anchored on customer value 

• Collaborate with our suppliers to 
promote the cause of sustainability 
and towards fostering a conducive 
business environment to ensure 
growth for all 

• Knowledge

Enable a sustainable and   
stable telecoms industry 
through our knowledge, skills 
and technologies

• Digital and innovation

Enable safe and fair access to 
the digital environment through 
an innovative bouquet of 
offerings 
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Alignment with the SDGs 

We make a measurable contribution to the SDGs through our operations. We are committed to increasing this contribution year on 
year. To help track and report our wider contribution to society and the planet, our strategy is mapped to 9 of the 17 SDGs that are 
most relevant to our business activities and our impact on them.

We create value through our focus on
9 of the 17 SDG goals, the brief impact on each is given below.  

06

We contribute to potable  
drinking water access 
through our Nirapod Pani, 
Sushtho Jibon program and 
also support responsible 
water stewardship.

Clean Water
& Sanitation

03

Our programs and solutions 
help achieve positive health 
and well-being outcomes for 
the wider society. 

Good Health &
Well Being

04

We enable access to training 
and learning through our 
employee, community and 
supplier programs, alongside 
operating Bangladesh’s 
largest edtech, Robi-10 
Minute School. 

Quality Education

05

Our commitment to inclusion 
and diversity includes 
working towards gender 
equality throughout our 
business and across our 
broader operations. 

Gender Equality

07

We are committed to green 
telecom and our tower- 
mounted solar panel program 
enables generation of 
renewable energy, also helping 
offset energy consumption 
from traditional sources. 

Affordable and Clean Energy

08

We offer strong professional 
work and career-building 
opportunities while also 
supporting direct and 
indirect livelihood.

Decent Work and
Economic Growth 

09

We contribute to future-ready 
infrastructure, sustainable 
industrialisation and a more 
digitally-inclusive and 
interconnected nation.

Industry, Innovation
and Infrastructure

13

We are formulating a carbon 
neutral strategy that sets a 
path to reduce our climate 
impact and are also taking 
the lead towards a net-zero 
economy. 

Climate Action

17

Our belief is to work with 
like-minded partners and 
organisations to maximise 
impact across our selected 
areas and achieve goals 
faster. 

Partnerships 
for the Goal
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DIGITAL EMPOWERMENT
Ensuring internet/digital affordability for all

Robi’s pricing strategy addresses challenges linked to digital exclusion. We are determined to be a leading digital telco that 
empowers a connected society. We are leveraging technology to transform our business model and enabling a customer-centric and 
digitally connected world. Over the years, we have developed smart digital technologies to facilitate access to fundamental services, 
such as healthcare, finance and education. We are also assisting local government authorities in their smart city and digital society 
endeavours.  

Our approach to closing the development gaps by helping bridge the digital 
divide is segmented into the key areas of offering mobile services that are 
affordable and accessible to everyone, providing inclusive coverage, and 
enhancing awareness around the benefits of a digital lifestyle.

Digital inclusion impact 

15,014 Total base stations 

14,810 Total 4.5G sites 

1,649 New 4.5G sites launched in 2021

99.6% Telecom services covering Bangladesh’s population 

98.1% 4.5G population coverage 

15mn+ Robi-10 MS users

1,572 Digital transformation customers (SMEs)

12 Health Insurance Plus corporate customers 
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Our strategy in digital inclusion 

At Robi, our price transformation strategy drives digital inclusion by providing access to affordable and transparent products and 
services. We also brought forth a number of innovative ideas around data bundling, sharing and carry forward, thus providing 
increased value to our customers. Significantly, we also continue to use big data analytics to deliver affordable and personalised 
bundles for low-spend prepaid customers through easy recharge online and offline platforms. 

Creating income-generating opportunity for our customers 

In another initiative, we put the power of recharge and earnings right into the hands of our customers through our Robi Alpha 
program. Robi Alpha thus helps nurture a customer-led digital social distribution channel. It offers a simple way for Robi customers 
to recharge for themselves and also get incentivised by recharging for others. The purpose of the program is to connect users via 
cost-effective social digital distribution, leading to customer convenience. 

Robi Alpha key stats

69k+ Total registered base  

3.57 mn+ Total digital recharge achieved 

49.5k + Total digital recharge count

33.9k + Total unique customers served  
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Besides, as part of our self-recharge focus, we capitalised on the rising trend of MFS and digital inclusion, achieving one-third of 
national recharge with digital recharge. Furthermore, with the aim to digitise our traditional distribution network, we encouraged our 
retailers to adopt Easy Load, a digital distribution platform, thus empowering them with 24x7 anytime-anywhere convenience. 

We also forged a partnership with Nagad, a major digital financial services player of Bangladesh, to bring our subscriber base under 
the coverage of Nagad’s services, thus contributing to the goals of a cashless society and building trust in digital money.

Improving customer experience via digital 

We are committed to digital adoption and inclusion and achieved sound progress on this front during the year 2021. For instance, 
we were ranked the no. #1 in self-care app user rating in Bangladesh Telecommunication Industry (App Store rating of 4.7; Play 
Store rating of 4.4). Some of the other notable highlights in digitising customer experience and customer satisfaction include:

No. #1 socially devoted brand in Bangladesh as per Socialbakers 

No. #1 in Customer Service NPS in 2021 

4 percentile point improvement in transactional customer satisfaction score to 88% 

99%+ customer interactions took place via selfcare channels

95% post-paid bills were dispatched through e-mails

66% growth in customer interactions at digital touchpoints

46% growth in monthly active app users

46% smartphone and data users actively using Robi’s self-care app

29% Growth in monthly digital Chatbot unique users

95.04% Customers enrolled for e-bill subscription 

30 new own physical service touchpoints launched covering all 64 districts 
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bdapps: Bangladesh’s national app store

bdapps has been recognised as the National App Store by Bangladesh Government’s ICT Division in 2021 to advance ICT innovation 
and entrepreneurship. Facilitated by bdapps, developers can create their own apps and sell it to local mobile subscribers. 

25,000+

3,500+

45,000+

590 mn

6

Registered developers
on bdapps 

Registered female
developers on bdapps 

Apps on bdapps 

Annual revenue (in Tk.)
earned by bdapps developers 

Footprint in cities of Bangladesh

Robi’s bdapps (www.bdapps.com) is Bangladesh’s largest mobile application 
platform.
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Some of the key programs include:

Campus Ambassador 
Program: Ladder to
Leadership

Employment through loan 
program

Femspiration Networking 
Brunch ‘21

Appmaker+

• Flagship Campus Ambassador Program

• In 2021, bdapps kicked-off the largest Campus Ambassador Program 
resulting in the recruitment of 100+ Campus Ambassadors from universities 
across the country 

• Facilitated finance-related enablement for aspiring developers to create, 
establish and promote their apps by offering expert guidance and support to 
50 developers

• About BDT 1 million was disbursed, which resulted in 85% growth in 
developer revenue 

• Focus on broad-basing user base by making the platform a gender-neutral 
one through encouraging women developers to brunch out in app                          
development and ICT

• In 2021, a networking session was organised for female bdapps developers 
to connect with the top management of Robi

• Further, Ms. Sonia Bashir Kabir, Managing Director, SBK Tech Ventures, was 
also present at the session to offer guidance and inspiration by sharing her 
own life’s journey 

• Major initiative representing the first no-code app development platform of 
Bangladesh

• Conceived as a pioneering app development platform to create disruption by 
enabling anyone to build an app, even those with no prior coding knowledge 

• Launched in April 2021 through an online webinar, “The Future is No-Code”, 
Appmaker+ was livestreamed  from Robi’s Facebook page and YouTube 
channel

• Since the platform’s launch, 350+ approved no-code mobile apps were 
available on Appmaker+, which also showcases the latent yet emerging skills 
in tech in Bangladesh 

bdapps: Pivoting a new digital ecosystem 

bdapps has initiated a number of programs and events to not only ensure sustained developer interest in the platform, but also 
encourage others to come forward and showcase their skills, while building their long-term career in the field of coding.

Programs Impact achieved
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The several initiatives taken have brought bdapps global recognition, one being recognised as one of the “Top-5 Outstanding Mobile 
Connectivity Contributors to the UN SDGs”, conferred at the GLOMO Awards 2021 hosted by the GSMA.

Key Appmaker+ stats  

3,000+ No. of developers on Appmaker+

350+ No. of apps on Appmaker+

200+ Appmaker+ subscribers 



bdtickets: Galvanising business, securing mobility

bdtickets, one of the major initiatives of Robi in enabling disruption through 
digital, has emerged as the no. 1 online ticketing platform of Bangladesh. 
bdtickets is an e-ticketing platform under the transport industry that sells multi-modal transportation tickets, including bus, launch/ 
ship and air and even event tickets. Moreover, it also provides travel and tour packages and bundle of ticket vouchers to ensure 
customers get the convenience and comfort of an end-to-end ticketing service through online portals.

bdtickets: Driving a tectonic shift in the travel and transport industry 

As Covid cases began to rise in 2021 similar to the onset of the virus in 2020, the transport sector was the most badly affected as 
users began to shun public transport.  Therefore, the core focus of Robi was to make sure customers travelled with a sense of safety 
by at least purchasing tickets 100% contactless through the bdtickets online transport ecosystem. Furthermore, with the execution 
of “safety gap” via ensuring a one seat gap policy and implementation of the first-ever Covid travel insurance in Bangladesh,                 
bdtickets advanced significantly on its vision of providing the safest ticketing and travelling experience in the country.

Robi Axiata Limited  I  Sustainability Report 202140

244,754  Tickets sold on bdtickets in 2021

177,022 Tickets sold on bdtickets in 2020 

46,326 Tickets purchased with insurance cover in 2021 

19,971 Tickets purchased with insurance cover in 2020



Robi Ichchedana comprises a comprehensive service pack for women and is a first-of-its-kind solution in Bangladesh’s telecom 
industry. With safety and privacy being the most important concern of women, all features included in this service are centered 
around assuring women’s safety and privacy. Furthermore, Robi Ichchedana also serves the broader social and societal challenges 
of minimising the gender gap in accessing mobile and internet and making access to the internet easy and affordable through 
customised offerings. Efforts are also anchored on popularising mobile internet, especially for less digitally literate users. 
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Digital solutions for society

Robi Ichchedana – A safety and privacy oriented product for all women               
customers

Some of the key program
objectives include

Ensuring 
digital 

inclusion

Enhancing 
connectivity 
for women

Addressing 
vital needs of 

women
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Health and nutrition tips: A plethora of health and nutrition information is available through the Health Plus app in the 
form of blogs and daily tips.

Nearby health services’ location: The service provides information on nearby location of pharmacies and hospitals, 
including emergency ambulance service.

The growing popularity of Ichchedana is evident from the increase in user base, which expanded to a size of 1.2 mn, even 
despite the Covid impact. 

The key benefits offered by Ichchedana include:

Free life insurance

As an onboarding benefit, Ichchedana subscribers 
have the opportunity to enjoy complimentary life 
coverage and accidental death coverage of up to BDT 
1 lac for 6 months from the date of activation.  

Emergency location 
tracker

This comprises a 
one-of-a-kind benefit to 
share own location with 
trusted family and friends 
in case of emergency, thus 
ensuring emergency 
support.  

Free emergency
minutes

This is a unique benefit that 
enables users to avail free 
minutes on demand in case of 
emergency.

Online medicine and home delivery

Under this facility, customers can order medicines 
and receive the same at their doorstep without 
having to go to a pharmacy.

Connectivity

Customers 
can remain 
connected with 
their trusted near and dear 
ones through lucrative lower 
FnF call rates and special 
Facebook data pack, 
exclusively designed for 
Ichchedana customers.

Private 
recharge

Customers can 
generate a PIN 
for their mobile 
number and can recharge 
privately by sharing that PIN 
and not their actual mobile 
number.
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Amid the pandemic, Robi’s focus under this initiative is to facilitate online/virtual meetings and interactions by offering exclusive 
promotions on popular online classes or meeting-based apps (Zoom, MS Teams, Google Duo, Google Classroom, Skype, etc.) for 
students and the online community so that they can conveniently continue with their learning and livelihood activities from the 
comfort of their home, without any interruptions and, most importantly, at a low cost. These offers were made available on the My 
Airtel app. Daily, 1,000k community subscribers purchased the offers. 

Case study
At the peak of the Covid pandemic, all educational institutions were shut and there emerged a new demand for online 
classes. However, it was taxing for students from marginal and low-income families to continue with the new normal 
study demands due to higher internet costs for online class-based apps. Thus, to facilitate students from across 
Bangladesh irrespective of their demographic traits, online classes and group study-based exclusive offers (for apps) 
were launched at value-driven rates, based on different demand slabs. This initiative created huge word-of-mouth 
recall among students and further added to the brand equity due to timely social responsiveness.

Airtel YOLO POP is an app-based product feature that was launched targetting students where they have the full freedom to plan, 
create and purchase their own data and voice deals from across a wide array of product, price and validity propositions. Daily 
revenue from YOLO POP crossed BDT 0.3 mn within 15 days of launch.

Case study
Students embrace freedom, adventure and gamification. Being the only student and youth-centric brand in the 
country, Airtel launched YOLO POP with a 360-degree campaign for students that promised flexibility, freedom, 
choice and, most importantly, friendly rates. Thus, YOLO POP exploded in popularity among the student and youth 
community as it embodied the most relevant product propositions. Thus, within 30 days of launch, students started 
sharing it via different social media platforms and posts, mentioning the benefits and price supremacy. 

Customers are often found to struggle with the available data storage in their mobile phone. Furthermore, chances of losing data is 
high whenever the phone is lost or broken. To solve this problem, Robi launched the country’s first telecom-based personal cloud 
storage platform, “My Drive”. 

Unlike other international cloud storage platforms, customers can purchase their storage package with their mobile balance. 
Moreover, there are certain data packs that customers can buy and thus become eligible for receiving My Drive storage subscription 
for free. Customers can also back-up their data in a safe storage. Thus, My Drive is a single-stop solution for all digital data storage 
backup needs of customers. It aims to provide hassle-free cloud storage solutions to customers with top-notch data privacy and 
security standards.

Learning and livelihood support  through discounted internet offerings 

Airtel YOLO POP – An exciting student-oriented DIY product 

My Drive: Bangladesh’s first telecom-based personal cloud storage solution
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My Drive key stats

150k+ Customer registrations on app 

7 GB Free trial packs used by registered customers 

700 MB+ Avge. storage utilisation by customers
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Focusing on meeting the entertainment needs 
of customers, Robi launched its own OTT 
platform “Binge” to provide a wide basket of 
on-the-go entertainment options. With the 
app available for both Android and iOS users, 
various category and genre of content is   
accessible for people of different ages. 

It has been generally observed that access to 
Bangla content is tough for people living 
abroad. Thus, in June 2021, Binge was 
launched in Malaysia, a country with a large 
Bangladeshi expat population, in collaboration 
with Malaysia’s leading telco operator, Celcom 
Axiata Berhad. Binge not only has a rich array 
of Bangla content, it also has live TV option for 
accessing Bangladeshi channels. It also houses 
local and international live TV channels where 
customer can watch news, mega sports events 
and other entertainment-driven content as 
well. 

Digital innovation

Global launch of “Binge”, an entertainment-based OTT offering for all                 
customers

Notably, Binge uses BI analytics to identify heavy streaming areas and runs various campaigns focusing on those areas. Binge’s 
recommendation engine increases total watch time by 6% and drives a 4% increase in subscription. Among the recommended 
content, 12-15% more content is watched by the user, thus enhancing engagement with the platform. In Bangladesh, Binge 
also offers exclusive data packs for Robi and Airtel users and also contributes significantly to data usage.

3,000+
Videos across
languages,
categories and
genres 

1.5 mn
Monthly
Active
Users 

Key stats on Binge
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EpicOn is an Indian OTT streaming 
platform launched in Bangladesh by 
Robi. It is a one-stop entertainment 
platform that offers multiform 
content, including live TV, movies, 
series, videos, podcasts, games, 
e-books on multiple devices at an 
affordable daily/weekly/monthly 
subscription cost.

47

Shadhin Music 
Customers can download the app to enjoy a wide 
array of songs and libraries on offer. 

Launch 
of other OTT
apps for offering a 
wide entertainmen 
choice to our
customers
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Hoichoi  

Hoichoi is an Indian OTT streaming platform launched by Robi in Bangladesh through bundling with data packs. Hoichoi is a leading 
OTT where users can watch diversified Bangla content comprising films, web series and short films, as well as Bangla songs.

Noor app in Celcom

Noor is the first Islamic lifestyle solution app of Robi and has been the top Islamic lifestyle 
solution for the last 3 years since its launch in 2018. 

Noor app was launched in Malaysia under the Celcom brand of Celcom Axiata Berhad in April 
2021 . With this launch, Robi emerged as the first digital service provider beyond the border, 
which was also a milestone within the Axiata Group. As per the launch plan, all Celcom users 
will be able to access the app. The necessary content of Malaysia has already been curated for 
the users of Celcom. The unique features of Noor for Celcom includes digital Quran classes, 
Zakat/donations, Quran reading and listening, Hadith, Hajj information and nearest mosque 
location, amongst many others. 
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SonyLiv  

SonyLiv is an Indian OTT freemium streaming platform launched in Bangladesh by Robi. Through SonyLIV, users can watch live 
sports, Hindi and English originals and GEC shows, etc. 

Spotify  

Spotify gives access to 70+ mn tracks from artists from all over the world. Users can access Spotify premium by subscribing with their Robi/ 
Airtel mobile balance. 



Enterprise digital transformation solutions by RedDot

Robi, through RedDot Digital Limited (RedDot), a wholly-owned subsidiary, offers a wide suite of IT and digital solutions to 
third-party clients. RedDot thus contributes to the digital transformation and empowerment journey of Robi as well as other    
customers across industries and sectors by providing cutting-edge, home-grown, regulatory-compliant and cost-optimised IT 
application development and maintenance solutions, cloud and data center design solutions, IT consulting and process automation, 
IoT solutions, etc. Over the course of time, RedDot has developed several platforms in-house with full IPR (Intellectual Property 
Rights) ownership. 

With a view to scale up the business and enhance visibility, RedDot launched its corporate website and Facebook and LinkedIn page 
in 2021. Thus, an expanded social media strategy enables the company to create a larger prospective customer outreach. In another 
sign of growing the business, RedDot also acquired 4 start-up companies of R-Venture 1 from Robi. The engagement was also part 
of the broader endeavour to grow Bangladesh's digital start-up environment.

The Company today is engaged in a number of major digitalisation projects and is also in the process of developing its own 
registered office at Bangabandhu Hi Tech City, a proposed IT hub of the country. 

Office renovation at 
Kaliakoir High Tech 
Park Admin Building 

Red Dot campus development
at Kaliakoir High Tech 
Park (ongoing)

Tier-4 Pre-fabricated 
Modular Data Centre 
(PMDC) development 
at Sheikh Hasina 
Software Park, Jashore 
(ongoing) 

Café expansion and 
introduction of 
executive lounge 

Setting up a modern 
training room 
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Some of the key initiatives we embraced have been highlighted below: 

Network resilience 
We connected societies by maintaining our network resilience and quality while dealing with increased network traffic during the 
lockdowns. Further, even before the imposition of the lockdown, our team embraced a proactive stance on formulating an analytics 
framework for Covid. Keeping our customers at the heart of our network, 20+ initiatives were executed via ensuring customer- 
centricity, operational continuity and identifying new growth opportunities. 

Harnessing tech for public welfare 
We connected health care providers to ensure they are digitally-equipped to support Covid-19 virtual consultations, data collection 
and testing. We also integrated government-published reports on coronavirus cases and other public sources of data to create a 
Covid heat map that was made available to our customers through the Robi self-care app, “My Robi”. We were also the only                
operator to provide real-time Covid-alert notifications to customers across the country as soon as they entered a high-risk zone. We 
also leveraged data analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence to guide them to the most convenient recharge options 
available to them on an individual case-to-case basis.

Edtech support 
Robi-10 Minute School, the largest digital classroom of Bangladesh, dispensed learning and educational support to over one million 
registered learners. This platform became a saviour as lockdowns forced indoor and out of school learning for hundreds of 
thousands of children across Bangladesh. 

Enterprise support 
We connected businesses, particularly MSMEs, through optimum remote working solutions to ensure they survive the economic 
shocks of the pandemic by facilitating the adoption of safe and secure digital solutions utilising our advanced Internet of Things (IoT), 
artificial intelligence (AI), Big Data analytics and financial services platform offerings. 

Channel partner support 
During the lockdown months, our Channel Operations team provided comprehensive support to our distributors, retailers and DSRs 
by providing them revolving credit facility, WIC cash deposit-based lifting capacity, Nagad-based lifting waiver of 1.1% lifting cost, 
etc., that also reinforced our commitment to help our partners in times of difficulty. 

At Robi, we are mindful of our role as an essential digital services provider, especially with mobile and internet/digital becoming a 
household essential. In addition to securing connectivity and access to the digital world for our customers, we also engaged in 
providing institutional support to society to help stave off the worst effects of the pandemic. 

RESILIENT SOCIETY 
Support amid the pandemic

Bangladesh continued to face Covid-related challenges during 2021, with the country facing a devastating second wave that 
enforced the government to reimpose shutdowns and mobility curbs and the third a milder wave that precipitated some restrictions. 
As laid bare by the pandemic, the shock event has intensified existing societal challenges and has put the onus on large corporations, 
along with the government, to get the society back on track.

Delivering digital innovation to facilitate life amid the Covid-19 pandemic
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Support to Distributor & Vendors

BDT 8.5 mn
support provided to distributors and
vendors during the pandemic period 

Food packs distribution among low income groups during the pandemic
Partner : Sena Kalyan Shangstha both in 2020 and 2021

Robi’s Sustainability & CSR initiatives towards
fighting COVID-19 and enabling a better society
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SDG #3 – GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for everyone across all ages. 

Citizenship actions aligned to the SDGs 

The table below summarises how Robi is positively contributing to nine of the 17 goals through its ongoing activities.

The ambitious UN SDGs are expected to be achieved by 2030 through              
concerted and immediate action taken by the public and private sector, all 
around the world, including in Bangladesh.

Major impact at a glance 

• Installation of drinking water plants at major railway stations 
• Maya app, a personal digital wellbeing assistance service 
• Robi BIMA 
• “333” – National public helpline of Digital Bangladesh

SDG #4 – QUALITY EDUCATION
Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 
opportunities for all

Major impact at a glance 

•  Robi-10 Minute School
•  Robi internet corner located in divisional cities 
•  E-library at Dhaka University 
•  #CommonSense, a social awareness program
•  Robi Innovation Lab

Broader initiatives 

• In 2021, time was allocated for Robi employees’ training on various critical subjects, such as compliance, professional skill 
building and leadership development 

• Robi also shared key business trends and insights with its trade and business partners, thus creating a conducive environment 
for trade facilitation and growth for all 

Broader initiatives 

• The Company monitors environmental and safety aspects across all its sites 

• Minimum set of specific operational requirements have been implemented in relation to operational health and workplace safety

• We aim to eliminate substances hazardous to health or the environment, wherever possible 
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SDG #6 – CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION
Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all

Major impact at a glance 

• Water treatment plant under ‘Nirapod Pani Shushtho Jibon’

Broader initiatives 

• Robi promotes the responsible use of water across all its premises 

• It identifies opportunities where water leakages could be plugged and hence prevent unnecessary wastage of water 

• The Company has also incorporated proper taps and faucets for enhanced water efficiency and management 

• One of the Company’s major social programs comprises making drinking water provisions for all at major public places 

SDG #5 – GENDER EQUALITY 
Ensure equal access to opportunity for all, while also choosing to call out bias 

against women

Major impact at a glance 

• Maya, a personal digital wellbeing assistance app 
• Connected Women, a women empowerment platform in association with CARE Bangladesh 
• Ichchedana, a women-focused digital lifestyle package

Broader initiatives 

• Robi has always stood against gender bias at the workplace and everywhere else, voicing its concerns around the subject 

• The Company fosters a workplace that respects the participation of women in the workforce and encourages women at work 
through mentorship and other engagement programs 

• The focus on women empowerment and a more equal society is also reflected in its suite of exclusive products and services for 
women, especially tailormade for their specific requirements 

SDG #7 – AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY 
Ensure generation of clean and low-emission electricity as a means to substitute 

conventional energy and contribute to sustainable electrification 

Major impact at a glance 

• Net metering project that envisages elimination of carbon emissions 
• Creation of a roadmap for net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 

Broader initiatives 

• Robi promotes renewable energy in the know that clean energy and sustainable electrification is the future 

• Though short-term energy challenges persist that has exacerbated reliance on coal, this may be a temporary blip, with                     
renewable energy investments keeping apace 

• In line with Axiata, we are also focusing on our blueprint towards net-zero by 2050 
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SDG #9 – INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation, 

and foster innovation

Major impact at a glance 

• r-ventures, a digital entrepreneurship program, facilitates promotion of small businesses 

• 333 helpline, a platform showcasing Bangladesh’s innovation capabilities under the a2i program 

• bdapps, creating entrepreneurship opportunities for youth in mobile apps 

• bdtickets, a positive disruption in the transportation ticketing industry 

Broader initiatives 

• Robi possesses specialist expertise in mobile tower site selection, erection and operation, with a focus on innovation and 
maximised utilisation  

• The Company focuses on industrial resource-use efficiency, while also promoting ancillary innovation 

• It has a robust innovation cycle that helps meet emerging consumer demand for value-driven affordable recharge packs, etc. 

SDG #8– DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 
Promote sustained, inclusive, and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment, and decent work for all

Broader initiatives 

• Robi strives to provide smart support to various organisational projects through the application of Company-specific expertise 
and long-term collaboration with partners 

• With a large secondary and tertiary distribution ecosystem, the Company provides direct and indirect livelihood opportunity, 
especially at the grassroots 

• The Company also supports its retailers through a number of incentivisation programs and insight-sharing sessions

Major impact at a glance 

• Talent development
• Focusing on skills building and futurisation 
• Operational health and safety awareness 
• Benchmarking of compensation/reward standards
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SDG #13 – CLIMATE ACTION 
Adopt urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts, focusing on 

positive action for the climate 

Major impact at a glance 

• Net metering project 
• Responsible use of electricity across office premises 

Broader initiatives 

• Robi’s sustainable innovations enable the expansion of clean energy infrastructure, such as mobile towers as well as reduction 
of carbon footprint and enhancement of longevity in the construction

• The Company actively seeks performance enhancements by focusing on ideas around recycled materials use 

SDG #17 – PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS 
Enhance the durability and longevity of the impact through strategic partnerships that 
eventually enhance benefit in the hands of beneficiaries 

Broader initiatives 

• Robi believes in sustainable impact; towards this extent, it is open to forge partnerships that help reach goals faster 

• The Company has forged a number of partnerships whose strength has been validated for years now, thus demonstrating the 
success of working together for impact 

Major impact at a glance 

• Robi-10 MS, Bangladesh’s largest edtech 

• Water treatment plant in collaboration with Bangladesh Railway and WaterAid 
Bangladesh 

• Robi free internet corners across parts of the country 

• 333 helpline initiative with the government’s a2i program 

• Established innovation labs in partnership with leading academic institutions 



Key CSR impact areas

Robi is committed to make life easy for those at the grassroots. This is the basis 
of some of its most important CSR programs. 

Making safe drinking water provisions for railway passengers
Access to safe drinking water is the foundation of a robust public health system. Bangladesh’s government has prioritised SDG #6: 
"Clean Water and Sanitation for All” by creating the necessary infrastructure and resources that promise sustainable management 
of water and sanitation for all.  

As part of our focus on aligning our social responsibilities to the needs of the nation as well as the prioritised agenda of the                  
government, Robi has established 10 water plants across busy railway stations of Bangladesh. These stations are the lifeline of rail 
passengers as they enable connectivity across Bangladesh. Together, the water plants dispense 1.2 mn litres of safe filtered water 
every day.  

Robi’s water projects have the tagline of “Nirapod Pani, Sushtho Jibon” and have been installed in association with Bangladesh 
Railway and WaterAid Bangladesh. The water plants have been set up at the following railway stations: 

Each water dispenser has a separate corner for males and females. Further, considering the special needs of the physically-  
challenged, plants have ramps for their convenience. There is also a separate corner for ablution (wudu) at each plant.

Water coming through purifying units (membrane and UV filter) has already earned the trust of commuters. The regular                         
maintenance of the plants and ensuring the quality of the water are done by regular testing in laboratories of BUET, CUET, KUET, 
SUST and PWD.

Robi Axiata Limited  I  Sustainability Report 202158

• Kamalapur
• Dhaka Airport
• Chittagong
• Sylhet
• Khulna
• Rajshahi
• Mymensingh
• Mohanganj
• Feni 
• Cumilla

10 Total drinking water plants 

5000 Litres per hour per plant capacity
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Securing lives and livelihoods through insurance bundle 
As part of our focus on digital innovation for protecting society against adverse life events, we launched Robi voice insurance bundle. 

In the wake of the pandemic, for the first time in Bangladesh, Robi offered Tk. 1 lac life insurance coverage to customers on purchase 
of two specific voice packs. Under the plan, customers also received cost-free doctor consultation services. Considering its 
relevance, a total of 120k users availed free doctor consultancy under the platform. Furthermore, the insurance bundle contributed 
2.7% of the total voice bundle revenue during the year. Such a life insurance and telehealth facility offering represents a significant 
step forward in our focus on innovation in our product line. 

Case study 
Amid the pandemic, Robi brought life insurance bundle facility for customers, bringing solace amid the hardships and 
challenges. Customers recharging specific bundles automatically received insurance coverage and benefits from 
Health Plus, Robi’s digital health platform. In case of death of the registered customer, a nominated person was able 
to claim the insurance on behalf of the deceased customer. The nominee simply needed to call 28477 in order to 
settle the claim.



Bangladesh Civil Services (BCS) is a nationwide competitive examination of Bangladesh for 
recruitment of civil services cadres. Each year, as many as 40-50 lac students sit for the 
examination. Robi, sensing the need to fortify the test preparations of aspirants, launched 
WiNiT, a BCS quiz campaign in which users could test their BCS knowledge through the 
WiNiT quiz game app. 

Launched in 2021, WiNiT is a knowledge-based quiz app that enables users to learn, 
practice via different learning resources and challenge a friend in a friendly knowledge 
competition. Anyone could join the campaign since it was free of cost. With the game being 
all about general knowledge, it helped individuals/participants to prepare for their                         
examinations. Since BCS is a rigorous exam, the goal of the campaign was to make learning 
enjoyable rather than tedious. 

Thus, a significant surge in user numbers was witnessed on the app, with monthly active 
users crossing 52k+, which is far more than any other campaign that has been ever run on 
the app.

Empowering women through learning and education 

WiNiT BCS Quiz – Offering high-quality BCS test preparatory services for aspirants

Robi Axiata Limited  I  Sustainability Report 202160
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Holistic care for diabetic patients 

DigiCure: One-stop digital diabetes solution for all

The idea underlying the DigiCure app was to make life of diabetic patients easier and normalise their lifestyle. As Bangladesh’s first 
digital solution for diabetics, DigiCure is ensuring a platform to provide immediate solutions and be a constant companion for                 
diabetic patients and their caregivers. With diabetes being a lifestyle disease, DigiCure has been conceived to serve diabetic patients 
as a full-scale lifestyle health care solution. Furthermore, the patient base of this type of ailment is fast expanding in the country, thus 
establishing the relevance of DigiCure in Bangladesh’s context. 

KEY
FEATURES OF

DIGICURE

• Allows live monitoring of patients, thus being a 24x7 caregiver

• Supports booking of online appointments 

• Facilitates live discussions with doctors and experts and allows users 
to get e-prescription service along with a medicine reminder option 

• Makes possible booking of home test sample collection

• Enables 24x7 live monitoring after users either manually upload data 
of their blood pressure/blood sugar level, or use the Bluetooth- 
enabled device provided to upload their data automatically 

In 2021, DigiCure 
onboarded 20+ 
medical professionals 
and garnered 5,000+ 
downloads within just 
one month of launch 
in December 2021.



“Tour for social good” is an initiative 
of Bloodman and the Embassy of 
the Republic of Turkey to promote a 
culture of safe travel and mobility 
by engaging the youth in community 
development activities, while also 
boosting the tourism industry. The 
government’s ICT Division is 
guiding the project, along with Robi 
supporting the initiative as an 
impact partner. Further, Manobsheba 
is the prime partner and Health Plus 
is the medical partner.  

As part of the project, Bloodman 
Healthcare set up a health camp in 
a school in Kumar Dhan Para in the 
hill tracts, where 300+ families 
received free medical consultation 

and free medicine. Robi and Health Plus connected the locals and the SMEs in the tourism business via its telemedicine service. 
Interestingly, the camp addressed bone-related issues amongst the people, enforced by hiking in the hills with heavy items. 

After the medical camp, the team engaged in exploration of the Sajek Valley, where they also promoted safe mobility guidelines 
amongst travellers/hikers as part of efforts in promoting safe tourism and also business prospects of SMEs. Dr Rumpa, a volunteer, 
conducted a session on “Being safe and keeping safe”, a health and hygiene training for the locals. The team also visited multiple 
schools to promote safety guidelines amid the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Providing safe mobility in the hill tracts 

Tour for social good
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Robi is committed to ensuring that every employee is provided opportunities for self-development so that they can fully contribute 
to advance our business in a sustainable manner. In this context, the digital way of working helps us leverage appropriate technology 
to accelerate performance in the workplace, prioritise career development and ensure working conditions that meet our employees’ 
expectations. 

Further, amid the Covid-19 pandemic, we also played a major role in keeping our employees safe from the worst impacts of the 
virus, while offering all possible means to tide over the crisis. Furthermore, while focusing on diversity and inclusion, we are calling 
for a big push for equality within our four walls. In short, our aim is to be the de-facto employer of choice in the telecom and                
technology industry. 

Some of our major areas of focus are highlighted in the pages that follow.  

People wellbeing remained central to all our activities and initiatives in a year that continued to be impacted by the Covid-19 
pandemic. The idea was to embrace the shift from reactive wellbeing initiatives into holistic 360-degree wellness, harnessing 
end-to-end digital experience. 

INCLUSION FOR ALL 
Bolstering our role as a technology employer 

Robi’s 3600 wellness wheel 

Physical
wellbeing 

08

07 06

05

04

0302

01

SICK REPORTEES
In person check-ins

MORNING RITUAL
FSD Health update

COVERAGE
Testing and treatment

coverage for employee and family

AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT
Year-long initiatives on 

pysical and mental health

HOSPITALISATION
Support from partner hospitals

MEDICAL CONSULTATION
24/7 in-house doctor support

MEDICAL URGENCY
Immediate response

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Ambulance, oxygen,
oximeter, special medication

Employee experience 

Physical wellbeing 
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Children’s internet addiction: Organised a workshop on how 
parents could use techniques for internet de-addiction amongst 
their children.  

Positive parenting: Launched a positive parenting workshop 
for all employees.

Session on mental health and stress management: Conducted 
a workshop to assist our people practice effective ways of 
managing stress and mental health.

Yoga week: Launched a week-long campaign on yoga, during 
which our employees were able to participate in yoga classes 
conducted by an expert practitioner.

Wellness Month

mental
HEALTH

AWARENESS

Mental wellness 

We launched a number of initiatives around mental wellness.

One of the major wellness initiatives was the Wellness Month, under which we organised a series of gamified engagement and               
awareness initiatives for our people to embrace wellness as a lifestyle choice. As such, we divided the entire month of Aug’21 into 4 
theme-based weeks filled with innovative and interesting campaigns. Comprising 12 exclusive initiatives targetting mental and physical 
wellbeing, the Wellness Month was one of the most impact-driven events of the year that witnessed high people participation.

Morning ritual

Since the pandemic outbreak, the FSD 
healthcare platform is being leveraged to 
record daily health updates of all employees 
and their family members. Over time, the 
platform evolved to also include                    
information on vaccination status. 

Sick reportees

Employees who reported sick were 
contacted on a daily basis to ensure they 
receive maximum support towards full 
recovery. 

Medical consultation

Provision of 24/7 in-house doctor service, 
alongside full- fledged medical consultation 
in partner hospitals.

Medical urgency

The FSD healthcare platform has been 
incorporated with an emergency button 
with crisis response action. 

Emergency services

Provision for a fully-equipped 24/7 
ambulance, emergency oxygen and 
medication support, dedicated cabin for 
Covid patients, emergency oximeter 
support, etc.

Hospitalisation and coverage

Partnered with a network of renowned 
hospitals across the country to ensure 
employees and their family members 
obtain the best treatment and testing 
facilities.

Awareness and engagement

Curated and designed year-long 
initiatives to foster people engagement.



Employee assistance program

We launched a special initiative, “Employee Assistance Program”, under which employees could reach out to professional experts 
to talk about emotional stress, intimacy issues, parental concerns, or any other wellbeing support, in a confidential manner.

Employee engagement 

CEO engagement 

One of the most popular and engaging events of the year was driven by the CEO himself. The one-on-one meetings were identified 
as an effective session where employees from all levels had a chance to have some one-to-one moments with the CEO, digitally via 
MS Teams. The CEO townhalls comprised another popular event, characterised by highly interactive sessions with high participation 
among employees. 

Management Council (MC) engagement

Considering the success of our CEO engagement program, we organised a similar engagement initiative comprising one-on-one 
programs and divisional townhalls hosted by respective MC members. Besides divisional activities, we continued to engage people 
through MC Chat, an internal chat room.
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Wellness Month
Readiness in terms of Practice and Awarness

Week 1: Fight
for Fitness

Week 2: Master
your Mind

Week 3: Perfect
Practices

Week 4: Good Food,
Good Life!

Webinar on Healthy Home 
Office Habits

Modern home office 
championship

Count my Steps Campaign

Session on Positive 
Parenting

Session on Mental Health 
and Stress Management

Yoga Week

Blood Pressure Regulation 
Campaign

Sleep Cycle Challenge

Blood Sugar Campaign

Healthy Recipes Session 
by Professional Chef

Release of Healthy 
Cookbook

MC Engagement



Peer-to-Peer Recognition Program 

We launched a Peer-to-Peer Recognition Program on LinkedIn, where employees shared how their colleagues made a difference in 
their life with the #coworkerkudos. This initiative was appreciated not only within Robi, but from other organisations as well.
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Event celebrations 

Innovative Wellness and Engagement Initiatives

HR Chatbot Campaign

Robi Virtual Coffee Meet
Diversity 
Awareness 
Workshop

Live event on 
Children’s 
Internet 
Addiction

COVID 19
How to use a 
Pulse Oximeter 
correctly

Fit and Healthy 
Session in 
Ramadan

Gamified Models to Inculcate Culture and Values
Robi Wonder Women Contest Panel of Judges : Robi Wonder Women Contest 

Robi has always believed in diversity and inclusion. The ongoing pandemic has                             
disproportionately impacted women who need to undertake added responsibilities of 
elderly care, childcare and household chores, all while managing their professional careers. 
Hence at Robi, we chose to call out the gender bias and inequality and thus throughout 
the month of March 2021, we organised a range of initiatives to celebrate the wonderful 
women at our workplace, to learn from their life experiences and to inspire our young 
ladies to gather the courage to pursue their dreams, unafraid and undaunted. 

Month-long celebration of Women’s Day



Women empowerment 

Women in STEM 

This program was organised with a view to encourage women to come forward and get involved with the STEM (science,                   
technology, engineering, mathematics) subjects. We continued with our inspirational outreach initiatives for female students by 
organising mentoring sessions by women leaders in STEM. 

It is initiatives such as these that has enabled Robi to be bestowed with the prestigious “Global Best Employer Brand”, four times in 
a row! 
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Women in STEM

Learning Unplugged is a virtual knowledge- 
sharing session designed for university 
students to support them in their career 
development. C-Suit Sessions are conducted 
by the CXOs of Robi. The youth of today will 
be the leaders of the digital tomorrow and 
hence these sessions are a special program 
designed to assist the next-gen in their 
professional journey from an early stage.  

C’Suit session
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Gender inclusion 

Robi is an advocate of a gender-inclusive organisation. Thus, the Company has adopted a number of programs to ensure the            
collective participation of both genders in facilitating the sustainable growth of the organisation. Some of the initiatives that make 
Robi an ideal organisation to work for both genders include:

Maternal
leave

Paternal
leave

Women
welfare
officer

Women’s
separate
rest room

Separate
prayer room
for women

Equal pay
policy for

all,
regardless
of gender

Celebration
of Women’s

Day

Youth talent
recruitment

program
(Graduate Trainee)

Internship
program

Extensive
employer
branding
program

Extensive
initiatives for

industry-academia
collaboration

Compassion 

As part of our women empowerment focus, we 
launched the Compassion program, the first ever 
anywhere in the corporate landscape of Bangladesh 
for providing the best motherhood experience to 
female colleagues. This will comprise every step, right 
from conceiving till post joining of the female 
colleague to make sure that she doesn’t feel left out. 
This would cement our position as an employer of 
choice and as a socially enlightened Company, as we 
transform the working environment to help young 
mothers adapt to the challenges of motherhood and 
balancing the demands of a workplace. 

Age diversity 

At Robi, we believe that a balanced workforce in terms of the energy and eagerness of the youth and the experience and insight of 
the senior employees make us an ideal ground for new ideas and execution. As such, to ensure the participation of the youngsters 
alongside the regular recruitment process, we have: 



Skills diversity

The recruitment policy of Robi is focused on hiring the right talent with the right skills and attitude that enrich our organisational culture. Yet, 
that is just the beginning of the journey. Once onboarded, all employees undergo a continuous process of learning throughout their time at 
Robi. As such, some of the major talent initiatives that are focused on pushing the skills diversity needle even further include:
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Rewarding Exceptional Performance

Employees with families

We consider our extended family members as part of our organisation. As such, especially during the pandemic, we reinforced our services 
to ensure the health, safety and security of our people and their families via:

Specialised 
learning 

initiatives in 
the areas

of IoT,          
Blockchain,

AI, etc.

Agile
learning 

initiatives

Continuous 
initiatives to 

prepare 
specialised 

subject matter 
experts

Customised 
learning 

initiatives for 
individuals

Robust 
succession 
planning

Healthcare 
app

24x7
medical 
support

Daycare
center for 
employees
with small 
children

Emergency 
transportation 

support

Covid 
treatment

and
hospitalisation 

coverage

Family-
based 

engagement 
activities

Rewards and compensation

We designed many special recognition programs to acknowledge exceptional performers who rose above the crisis and stood tall in the face 
of challenge. 



Employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS)

Improvement in employee experience re�ects in the improved eNPS score, and one of the many tools we deployed comprised an eNPS 
survey. Our continuous improvement of the eNPS score from 2 to 54.5 in a mere four years is a testament of our initiatives being popular 
among our colleagues.

Ignite 2.0

As a people-centric organisation, we have a strong performance management system, “Ignite”, that was introduced in 2018. It is a crucial tool 
in enabling Robi to manage organisational performance. As a means to achieve continuous advancement in performance transformation and 
appraisal, in 2021, Ignite was revamped and renamed Ignite 2.0 to re�ect the incorporation of unique new features.  

Rewards and recognition (R&R) strategy 

Our rewards strategy is implemented by the business that provides monetary bene�ts and developmental recognition to employees who 
achieve speci�c business goals. The strategy combines compensation with personal growth opportunities within a motivating work                       
environment. The Company has several platforms for employee recognition, including Robi Championship and Axiata Championship. 
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Robi Championship 

Robi Championship award, launched in 2017, aims to identify and recognise individuals for demonstrating 
exceptional performance and e�orts that have led to signi�cant impacts for Robi. Every year, individuals 
are recognised across Robi for demonstrating exceptional performance in terms of revenue contribution, 
cost excellence, process improvement, product/service innovation and/or employee morale/                           
engagement uplift and also for championing our values and guiding principles and thus positioning 
themselves as role models for others to follow. 

Axiata Championship  

The Axiata Championship award is built on the shared values of Uncompromising Integrity and 
Exceptional Performance (UI.EP) framework.  Every year, Axiata Group recognises about 0.5% of the elite 
set of performers amongst all OpCos for the Axiata Championship. In 2021, as many as 15 employees 
from Robi were nominated for this prestigious award. Champions Club

Big data
and data 
analytics

Blockchain
Artificial 

intelligence 
and machine 

learning

Internet of 
Things (IoT)

Data 
engineering

Cloud 
architecture

DevOps 
engineering

Cyber 
security & 

data 
privacy

User 
interface/user 

experience 
(UI/UX)

Augmented 
reality/virtual 

reality 
(AR/VR)

Robotic 
process 

automation 
(RPA)

Currently, 336 employees are in the intermediate level and 155 are in the expert level of these Big 11 upskilling learning tracks. 
Further, we have adopted a highly structured learning plan based on the curriculum advised by industry thought leaders, such as, 
IBM, Google Cloud, Huawei, SAAS and The State University of New York.

Advanced upskilling in big 11 digital technologies

Robi initiated the Advanced Upskilling program for employees so that they can be upskilled in one of the Big 4 technological capabilities and 
expertise. During the year, the Company improved the learning o�erings by adding 7 new learning verticals:

Talent development

Year 2021 was an eventful one for people development initiatives and interventions. Infused with our modern, agile and digital 
culture, the people development agenda of Robi has progressed further into ensuring future-ready resources. Few major people 
development initiatives of the year are given below. 
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Robi Transform.R 

Robi introduced the Transform.R program through which employees get the opportunity to learn and develop various soft skills necessary in 
the workplace. The courses cover various best-�t learning tracks, including emotional intelligence, creativity, innovation, customer 
experience, etc. 

Cyber security and data privacy refresher 

Robi introduced a new course, “Cyber Security and Data Privacy Refresher” for all employees, powered by Axiata Group. This was to ensure 
that employees get a refresher of what they had previously learned under these two critical areas of the business. 

Anti-Bribery Anti-Corruption (ABAC) TRUST eLearning program

We ensured that 100% employees completed training under the ABAC TRUST program. The new recruits were also actively encouraged to 
enrol for the course. The program was o�ered via Axiata’s digital platform.

Robi talent pool

We follow a highly systematic talent development policy, inspired by Robi Talent Strategy-2020. Employees need to go through a series of 
assessments and performance-backed evaluations to get nominated for these talent programs. 

Figure: Category of talents at Robi

01

02

03
Graduate
Trainee Talents

RADP Talents

AXcelerator Talents

Our talents are categorised in the following 3 groups 
based on their position within organisational hierarchy:

• Robi Young Talent Program

• Robi Accelerated Development Program (RADP) 

• AXcelerator 

By the end of 2021, Robi’s talent pool comprised a very strong 
bench of members, evident in the following graph: 

25

Axcelerator

28

GT

158

RADP
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Employee lifecycle management where digitisation is being embedded:

Attraction Recruitment Onboarding Development Retention SeperationPerformance
& Recognition

Cognitive 
intelligent- 

based payroll 
and recognition 

system

Gamified 
performance 
management 

system

AI/ML based 
automatic 

recommendation 
engine

Wearables 
for                 

engagement             
and learning

Chatbot – 
connected 

to all 
platforms

HR digitisation

Robi is embracing a digital-first mindset as it continues to transform itself into a digital Company. In line with this ambition, the 
Company is implementing HR digitisation process to bring all the necessary tools and services at the fingertips of its employees.

GRI 204-1
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Creating value for our supply chain partners

Through our focus on innovation and technology, we help close the digital gap, with our digital inclusion approach anchored on 
creating next-generation solutions for all, especially micro and small recharge outlets associated with us.

Total distributors
engaging in direct
procurement
from Robi  

430

Total retailer
participation in the
digital procurement
program
(comprising
36% of total
retailer base) 

222,598

Total
transaction
count 

1,137,617

Total transaction
quantum comprising
1.7% of national
C2C amount (Tk.)

1,004.73 mn

Recharging small business growth  

Our focus on empowering and contributing to the growth of small businesses is anchored on positively disrupting the                             
telecommunication distribution system by removing the layers of distribution, thereby facilitating retailers to directly procure 
recharge from the Company. Through this they are not only assured of prompt and reliable support from the Company, but also 
better rates through direct procurement. 

Previously, an end-to-end digital solution framework was absent for transferring mobile recharge from distributors to retailers. 
Distributor Sales Representatives (DSRs) needed to physically visit retailers to collect cash and transfer the recharge amount. This 
created problems when DSRs could not make physical visits due to emergency situations, or if markets were in remote areas. This 
challenge was intensified with the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. As a result, it hampered the daily business of retailers and 
disabled them from attaining their full growth potential. 

However, with the help of Nagad, a major mobile financial services provider, the Company introduced a new solution through which 
retailers could procure recharge digitally from distributors, without having to depend on DSRs and hence serve their customers 
anytime.
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Case study 
A scrutiny of retailers of the Dhanmondi area in Dhaka revealed that 61% of them were onboarded via this program 
and they were quite satisfied with the service, as they no longer needed to wait for sales representatives to provide 
the recharge. Further, almost 17% of the total transactions took place during offline hours (8 PM to 8 AM), implying 
retailers getting habituated with the model.

The program effectiveness is evident in the number of digital distributors who have been onboarded, as well as the total contribution 
of recharge through digital distribution, as compared to regular recharge. With this, retailers are also now able to serve more 
customers for a longer period as they do not face stock-out situations anymore.

27% 131%

Increase in retailer 

participation in DigiTM 
Campaign Box vis-à-vis 
manual campaigns

Retailers taking higher 
target as per their 
business capacity
and ambition

DiGiTM Campaign Box 

DiGiTM Campaign Box enables our retailers with an e-commerce platform to participate in sales events where they can choose from 
various campaigns and design their own campaign based on their ambition, thus putting their earnings potential directly in their 
hands. The objective is to uplift retailer engagement, while enabling and introducing them to the digital ecosystem. It has been 
observed that digital adoption by retailers has improved retail engagement and has augmented their business acumen, which is 
directly reflected in their ROI. Furthermore, the extra push has resulted in capacity enhancement, resulting in marginal retailers 
achieving higher quantum of business growth. 
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350+

Customised content 
available on the app 

67

Surveys and quizzes 
rolled out on the app 

92% 97%

DSR participation on the 
Digital Guru platform 

Robi Management (sales 
team) participation on 
the platform

23k

User base (DSRs, retailers, 
customer experience 
team and sales team)

Digital Guru Sales Academy 

Our sales academy under the platform of Digital Guru has been developed to equip our salesforce with different digital platform 
usage guidelines. It has also been conceived to take them through the progressive journey of making learning interactive and fun. 

Digital Guru Sales Academy enables our sales representatives and regional salesforce with a robust e-learning and upskilling 
platform comprising video training modules and others. They are also notified with all products and campaigns through the Digital 
Guru app, which they can refer to from their smartphone. In addition, an AI-integrated chatbot (Shobjanta) has also been introduced 
to help answer any product or campaign-related queries. The app also enables daily recognition of top performers and facilitates 
access to market feedback through survey options, while also assisting new joiners in the onboarding process
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It was also made clear in the sessions that in accordance with the SCOC, all suppliers will have to provide their employees with a 
safe and healthy workplace environment. Consistent with these obligations, suppliers shall have trainings, certifications and 
implement effective programs that include effective safety programs to educate and remind their employees/workers on the               
fundamentals of health and safety. Under the code, suppliers will also need to identify and assess likely and potential emergency 
situations in the workplace and minimise their impact by implementing emergency plans and response procedures. 

Bolstering our supply chain 

Robi focuses on continuous enhancement of its supply chain, thus fostering a strong network that is agile and compliant with all our 
regulatory requirements. In order to achieve this objective of creating awareness among our suppliers, several formal and informal 
awareness and development sessions have been conducted over the years, including in 2021. The two main focus areas of supplier 
engagement comprise: 

• Agile and digital collaboration 

• Process and risk mitigation awareness 

In a major step forward during the year, Axiata’s Anti-Bribery & Anti-Corruption (ABAC) and Supplier Code of Conduct (SCOC) was 
implemented during the year and multiple awareness sessions were conducted to sensitise our network on the finer points of the 
codes to ensure full alignment. A majority of our suppliers signed ABAC, SCOC and Supplier Declaration Form (SDF), even as we 
executed a Supplier Value Mapping Survey during the year.  

Notably, a number of important aspects came to light through the awareness and development sessions. These included ensuring 
compliance and integrity, which are crucial to be maintained in all procurement activities, procedural steps and transactions. 

Some of the major topics covered under various internal and external, formal and informal supplier awareness and development 
programs include:  

41.77%          Spends on local suppliers out of the total spends

Procurement 
procedure 

RFQ process Supplier 
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process
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e-procurement 
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Health safety 
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PLANET IN FOCUS
Green telecom and our ambitions in net-zero 

Tower-mounted solar deployment

Robi has embraced Axiata’s “Advancing to Net Zero” initiative. As an organisation, we are fully aligned with Axiata to achieve 55% 
carbon reduction by 2030 and attain “Net Zero” by 2050. Thus, we are in the midst of developing a comprehensive roadmap to 
achieve this goal. 

In 2021, we focused on master-planning and strategising and in the current year and beyond we will focus on execution.   
 
One of the major initiative we envisaged in our race towards net-zero is our sustainable solar electrification activities. We are the 
first telecom operator of Bangladesh to introduce tower-mounted solar solutions to power our telecom equipment. A total of 195.5 
kW of solar solution has been deployed across 35 sites, ranging from 4-6.6 kW based on specific site power requirements. Some 
of the major benefits accrued include: 
 

As a major endorsement of our green sustainability initiatives, in July 2021, Robi was conferred with the “Innovation Leadership 
Award” and “Green Telecom Award” at the 19th Global Edition of the Business Leader of the Year Award in India. 
 
While the Innovation Leadership Award recognises Robi's outstanding initiatives to harness the power of data analytics and 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to address pandemic-related challenges, the Green Telecom Award acknowledges Robi’s efforts in carbon 
sequestration, efficient use of energy resources, and successful experimentation with solar power generation in a BTS site (under 
the government’s Net Metering Scheme). 
 
As part of our journey towards net zero emission championed by Axiata Group Berhad, Robi is working on a project to deploy 3.8 
MW solar power across its 300+ sites, with the vision of netting-off 4.8 mn units of electricity every year. This will be foundational 
to our vision towards net-zero. 

Optimum utilisation of 

tower space, post 

thorough tower 

strength analysis 

More sunlight 
clearance from towers 

resulting in the 
highest possible 

electricity generation

Reduced/ 

eliminated risk of 

theft and external 

damage (due to 

height)

Support of 
equipment load 
during daylight 

hours, resulting in 
enhanced backup 

support 

Very low 

emissions
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Fostering an environment-friendly workplace 

At Robi, our Admin and Modern Facility team offers new and 

exciting experiences for all our employees, ensuring safe and                           

environment-friendly workspaces. This expectation has 

especially gained traction as offices reopen and there exists 

continued focus on safety, hygiene and health. 

Greening the workplace



GRI 205  I  206  I  307  I  419  I  418

Some of the provisions made include:

Thermal flask use 
has lowered the 

use for Styrofoam 
cups 

Potted plants 
placed on desks 
will contribute to 
creating a green 

office

e-business card that is a 
digital initiative to ensure 

50% reduction of 
paper-based business 
cards will lower paper 

consumption

Elimination of 
individual trash 

bins

Solar energy 
panels installation 

at corporate 
office enabling 

generation of 10 
kW power 

Installation
of air purifier

Touchless office 
initiatives, 

including touchless 
turnstile

Adjusting 
air-conditioning 
temperature to 

25ºC for 
enabling power 

savings 

Scheduled light 
on-and-off 

system keeps the 
ambient tempera-

ture cooler
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Business ethics and compliance

Ethics and compliance form the bedrock of our operations. We ensure that the 
Company remains compliant with all applicable laws, regulatory requirements 
and policies of Bangladesh as well as of our parent, Axiata.
While Robi is a regulatorily-licensed Company upholding the laws of the land (Bangladesh), it has also established procedures that 
are aligned with Axiata’s MACC (Amendment) Act, 2018 (S.17A) from June 2020. With compliance embedded across our                    
operations, we ensure we mirror the values of fair business conduct in working with our stakeholders, in managing their                           
expectations, and in creating sustainable value for society.
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GOVERNANCE IN ACTION 

Business ethics and compliance 

Our approach to being a compliant organisation 

As an OpCo of Axiata, Robi’s policies, procedures and standards define a set of minimum requirements and practices that ensure 
the same level of professionalism, ethics and integrity are applied consistently for all stakeholders. With the highest oversight at the 
Board Risk and Compliance Committee (BRCC), driven through the Risk and Compliance division, there is an organisation-wide 
concerted effort to ensure compliance. This enables us to:

• Safeguard the interests of our shareholders/investors  
• Thwart any cybersecurity risk events 
• Manage ABAC and regulatory compliance risks 

Through enhanced efforts in institutionalising policies across the Company in 2021, aligned with Axiata, we were able to enforce, 
revise and develop a few key policies to strengthen business ethics and compliance for good business conduct in our day-to-day 
operations. The following set of policies are applicable to all employees of Robi:  

• Axiata’s Code of Conduct 

Axiata’s Code of Conduct that was revised in 2021 records the Group’s commitment to conduct its business operations in a manner 
that is efficient, effective and fair. All stakeholders are mandated to avoid any activity that might constitute, lead to, or be perceived 
as, bribery and/or corruption and/or breach of any laws and regulations. The Code of Conduct includes provisions against anti- 
competitive conduct by suppliers, with our employees also requiring to comply with the relevant competition laws.

•Axiata’s Gifts, Donations and Sponsorships (GDS) Policy

Axiata’s Gifts, Donations and Sponsorships (GDS) Policy, overseen by Axiata’s Group Risk and Compliance Division and also our 
own Risk and Compliance Division, provides a framework to all stakeholders on managing and responding to gift donations and 
sponsorship-related matters. This includes the process of handling gifts, donations and sponsorships that can or may be construed 
as improper, unethical or related to bribery or corruption. The Axiata Gifts, Donations and Sponsorships Policy prescribes the “No 
Gift” policy. Notably, Axiata instituted a Gifts, Donations and Sponsorships Committee (GDSC) to ensure that any gifts, donations 
and sponsorship transactions are carefully assessed and verified to ensure that any possible risks of bribery and corruption are 
mitigated.

• Axiata Whistleblowing/Speaking Up Policy

Axiata’s Whistleblowing/Speaking Up Policy governs the whistleblowing process at Robi, establishing a mechanism to encourage 
anyone who has a relationship with the business to voice and register their concern, including any act that violates the code of 
conduct, actual or suspected misconduct, illegal or unethical behaviour, without fear of retaliation of unfair treatment.



• Axiata’s Anti-Bribery & Anti-Corruption (ABAC) Policy 
Axiata’s Anti-Bribery & Anti-Corruption (ABAC) Policy, revised in 2021, governs the Company’s internal and external stakeholder 
practices in conducting business for and on behalf of the Axiata Group. This is in line with our UI.EP values, precipitating a zero- 
tolerance policy towards bribery and corruption. The Company has revised its ABAC Policy to align with the Group and has 
published its ABAC Policy Statement and ABAC Policy on its website.

Robi as an OpCo of Axiata Group Berhad, takes pride in being one of the largest mobile network operators of Bangladesh, serving 
53 mn+ subscribers. 

Robi strongly believes that meeting stakeholder expectations is fundamental to the successful pursuit of its business goals. The 
Company relentlessly upholds its beliefs and core values of “Uncompromising Integrity and Exceptional Performance” (UI.EP). 
Aligned with Axiata, Robi is committed to zero tolerance to any form of bribery and corruption in the course of its business. It 
believes that no one business opportunity, or relationship is valued more than our brand, reputation, or stakeholder trust.

Robi rigorously prohibits receiving or giving any bribes and strictly restricts participation in any acts or situations that may lead to or 
be perceived as a bribe. Robi has also adopted a no-gift policy with limited exceptions and formal limit of authority related to gifts, 
donations and sponsorships has been established and approved by the Board. All stakeholders are also required to adhere to Robi’s 
ABAC Governance Instruments (Framework, Policies and Procedures, Code of Conduct), which is governed by Robi’s Risk & 
Compliance Division.

All stakeholders, including Robi’s Directors, employees and business associates that Robi has business relationships or obligations 
with, fulfill an important role in the Company’s commitment to conducting its business fairly, impartially and in full compliance with 
all applicable laws and regulations of Bangladesh, as well as international best practices.

Further, to keep abreast of developments, Robi ensures timely update of policies and any other governance instruments. It also takes 
necessary action consistent with the Company’s governance instruments against individuals who do not comply with our norms, 
including, but not limited to, terminating work or business relationships.

Robi communicates in an open, transparent, and honest manner without fear of repercussion or retaliation by adopting an Axiata 
Group-wide whistleblowing channel, “Speak Up”. Retaliation and discrimination against anyone who reports in good faith incidents 
of non-compliance or violation(s) of Robi’s policies is not tolerated.

Key initiatives 

• 100% of employees were provided training on anti-corruption policies and procedures during the year

• Adopted various policies (ABAC Policy, GDS Policy, BAMS Policy, GDSC ToR, etc.) and procedures to lead business activities in an 
ethical manner, in compliance with local and international laws and regulations 

• Set up governance process to augment anti-bribery and anti-corruption monitoring and reporting processes, such as Gift Donation 
Sponsorship Committee (GDSC), Board Risk and Compliance Committee (BRCC), etc.

• GDSC reviewed ABAC risk of high-risk business activities as per its ToR and business reports on governance were sent to Group 
BRCC as well as to Robi’s BRCC. BRCC and the Board Audit Committee (BAC) reviews the policies and processes and various 
reports of the Audit and Compliance review and provides guidance and direction to the business 

• In addition, Risk and Compliance Team as well as Internal Audit team conducted review and audit based on risk assessment to 
provide assurance to BRCC and BAC  
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Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption (ABAC) policy in action at Robi



• The business adopted various policies for anti-corruption risk management, such as Anti-Bribery & Anti-Corruption Policy (ABAC), ABAC 
procedures, GDS Policy and GDS procedures, CSR SOP, ABAC guidelines for certain functions, etc. 

• Various trainings and awareness sessions were organised for employees on ABAC and vendor engagement on ABAC and SUPPLIER CODE OF 
CONDUCT. We also initiated a comprehensive due diligence process to onboard new vendors 

In another initiative, signi�cant risks along operations were identi�ed relating to corruption, including Brand, Advertisement, Marketing and 
Sponsorship (BAMS), CSR activities, donations and administrative spends that could be used to disguise bribery or used as a conduit to fund 
illegal activities that violate Robi’s core values, governance instruments and applicable legislation. Thus, policies and governance processes 
have been put in place to ensure that these activities go through a thorough review and monitoring by the management.

Way forward 

While we have already intensified efforts during the year to ensure compliance to operating responsibly with integrity and                     
professionalism, we are cognisant that good business conduct is an ongoing imperative. Going forward, a corruption risk register is 
being enhanced at the Group and Robi will adopt it within the year. Going forward, we will continue to reinforce the execution of our 
business commitment to ethical standards and ensure appropriate mechanisms are well-understood and solidified to manage, 
identify and control any breaches.
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Ensuring data privacy and protection 

Robi has outlined a comprehensive Data Privacy Policy as per Group direction 
and has localised it according to local laws and regulations.

• Robi’s Data Privacy Policy includes guiding principles, purpose, scope and applicability, data privacy practices, communication and 
implementation, deviation and exceptions, breach to the policy, etc. 

• As a matter of applied governance, roles and responsibilities are clearly demarcated in business user level for data privacy, as per the policy. 

• Furthermore, necessary policies and procedures are adopted for data privacy risk management, including privacy by design, direct                  
marketing guidelines, data subject rights and vendor management procedures, among others. Moreover, privacy clauses are included in 
agreement for critical vendors dealing with personal data. 

• A guideline is also developed to manage any privacy incidents or data breach. 

• Regular communication to enhance awareness regarding data privacy has also been put in place.

• Robi has adopted a three-year long implementation roadmap that is formulated as per Group initiative and is an independent privacy audit 
program. 

• According to this roadmap, Robi is currently working to improve its privacy environment based on the actionable points divided into 38 
domains. 

• As part of this, the Company has taken initiatives related to governance and operating model, legal and regulatory framework, notice and 
choice, data management, direct marketing, privacy by design, security for privacy, disclosure to third parties, data subject rights, consent 
management, training and awareness and breach management, among others.

• Cybersecurity is a critical part of our defences in data privacy and protection. With the growing digital service landscape, Robi has adopted 
a ‘Zero Trust’ policy regarding cybersecurity. 

• Considering cybersecurity as a major threat to the Company’s infrastructure and subscribers, the Company has instituted a Board Risk and 
Compliance Committee (BRCC) to superintend cybersecurity risks. The committee oversees the cybersecurity risk management plan and 
ensures e�ectiveness of risk management through periodic monitoring and implementation of the process policies and appropriate tools 
and technology. 

• Robi places e�ort on developing a robust cybersecurity culture among employees as well as subscribers through training, digital 
media-based awareness and CSR campaigns. The Company has thus been following industry-standard frameworks, policies and guidelines 
to build a fool-proof cybersecurity-aware ecosystem in Bangladesh. 

• In 2021, Robi expanded its business in IoT, content streaming and other state-of-the-art digital services. This expansion was supported by 
several key projects to address prevalent and emerging security risks. Operationalising DevSecOps in the software development framework 
to deliver a secured product to the subscriber comprised a major milestone in Robi’s cybersecurity journey. 

• The Company also re-designed its network architecture to allow only authorised and approved devices. Further, to build a sustainable 
security ecosystem, it participated in the national ‘Cybersecurity Awareness Month-2021’. This month-long program targeted users by 
raising awareness around cyberthreats, protect users from basic cyberattacks and develop a common platform for security enthusiasts. 

Cybersecurity
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Bolstering risk governance

Risk governance is a key part of Robi’s corporate lines of defence model and 
aims to create a robust, integrated and inclusive framework to facilitate             
effective response to the business needs.
Operationally, we have long recognised the importance of regulatory risks in our business, which have historically demonstrated a 
propensity for uncertainty. In light of this, we continue to take appropriate steps to improve our response to these risks.

Integrated risk governance

At Robi, our embedded enterprise risk management process enhances the rigour of our risk governance standards and guides our 
risk identification process, while providing Robi’s Board and the Executive Management a detailed assessment of all principal risks 
facing the business. 

Our Board reviews and approves the risk appetite for each principal risk identified, ensuring informed and risk-based decision-    
making. 

Risk governance is a Board responsibility and comprises establishing the necessary organisational structure for the effective 
management and oversight of risk, defining the risk profile in terms of risk appetite and risk tolerance levels, and institutionalising a 
strong risk culture.

Applying best practices in governance to risk management, Robi’s Board has established an integrated and robust risk governance 
structure comprising Board committees, executive functions and executive committees through which authority is exercised and 
decisions are taken and implemented. It facilitates accountability for risk at all levels of the organisation and across all risk types the 
Company faces, enabling a disciplined approach to managing risk. Given the highly specialised nature and also in the interest of an 
integrated and consistent approach, decision-making on risk management is primarily centralised under risk management                 
committees.

Internal control framework

Risk management is integral to Robi’s strategy and achievement of long-term goals. The Company recognises the importance of 
sound risk management practices and internal controls to safeguard shareholders’ interests. Robi’s Board Audit Committee (BAC) 
and Board  Risk & Compliance Committee (BRCC) oversee the areas of risk management, performance of financial and operating 
controls, including internal audit, and review the establishment of an appropriate control environment and framework, as well as its 
adequacy and integrity.

Robi has implemented a principles-based integrated internal control system to mitigate identified enterprise and operational risks 
that could impair the effectiveness and efficiency of operations. This control system represents a subset of the Company’s Risk 
Control Framework and is based on international standards established by the Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the 
Treadway Commission (COSO). Internal controls at Robi are an integral part of the organisation’s overall corporate governance 
structure and are embedded in its business processes and systems affecting financial reporting.



Robi follows a risk-based approach for designing and implementing effective internal controls, monitoring and reporting. The 
Management has established an internal control assurance process through which it conducts a review of controls across key 
functions and takes necessary steps to remediate control deviations, if any. Furthermore, periodic control testing is performed across 
all functions of the organisation. As part of control testing, each control performance is evaluated thoroughly and rated according to 
a four-point scale:

Internal controls are designed and deployed to mitigate identified risks to an acceptable level. Notably, Robi is a pioneer in process 
digitisation and automation, using advanced technologies, including RPA, AI, ML, and analytics. We also achieved remarkable 
progress in the automatic and real monitoring of internal and external compliance through automated control monitoring solutions. 
Today, we are focusing on network digitisation to advance our customer-centric focus as a digital services Company of Bangladesh.

Our 3 Lines of Defence model

At Robi, our 3 Lines of Defence risk model aims to foster a robust governance foundation, backed by clear demarcation of roles and 
responsibilities. Our risk model is aligned with the architecture prescribed by the IIA (Institute of Internal Auditors).

Safeguards at each line of defence are noted below.
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Robi’s Three Lines of Defence Model

Governing Body / Board / BRCC / Audit Committee

Senior Management

Senior Management 2nd Line Defense 3rd Line Defense

Management
Controls

Internal
Control

Measures

Financial Control

Internal
Audit

External A
udit

R
egulator

Security

Risk Management

Quality

Inspection

Compliance

Adapted from ECIIA/FERMA Guideline on the 8th EU Company Law Directive, Article 4
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Major
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Required

Unacceptable
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8 Principles for Managing Risk

Framework for Managing
Risk 6 Components

Process for
Managing Risk 

Continual
Improvement

Human & 
Cultural 
Factor

Structured &
Comprehensive

Best Available 
Information

Customised

Dynamic

Recording & Reporting

Risk Treatment

Risk Assessment 

Risk Identification  

Risk Analysis

Risk Evaluation

Scope, Context,
Criteria

Integration

Improvement

Leadership &
Commitment

Design

Evaluation

Implementation

Integrated

Inclusive

Value
Creation

and
Protection

Source : ISO 31000 : 2018
Risk Management I Guidelines 

Addressing compliance and regulatory risk 

Robi strives to achieve sustainable performance with unquestionable integrity throughout its operations. As such, the business 
attaches internationally recognised standards for maintaining health and safety, human rights, labour rights, environment, anti- 
corruption, and anti-money laundering. Further, Robi continues to closely scrutinise its supply chain, engaging with suppliers and 
monitoring the value chain to ensure risk-mitigated operations as well as compliance with all rules and regulations. 

Further, Robi’s operations are subject to various laws, regulations and licenses applicable to telecom operations. Regulatory             
uncertainty and adverse changes and developments can impact our operations, operating costs and prospects. Further, the 
introduction of new regulations, taxes and levies can impact our profitability, business operations and strategies.

Like every other operator, our operations also depend on licenses, access to spectrum, telecom equipment, and resources to provide 
telecoms services. The acquisition of spectrum at higher-than-expected rates, as well as regulatory taxes such as minimum turnover 
tax @2% on revenue impact our strategies. Operating in a highly regulated environment, every change in regulation affects the 
growth, profitability and sustainability of our operations, as well as that of the industry.

Robi’s management team analyses and engages with stakeholders to secure a constructive regulatory environment to ensure 
sustainable operations, while providing customers with uninterrupted connectivity and digital experiential value-added services 
across the nation.

Incorporate appropri-
ate internal controls 
and embed policies 
and processes on 

systems to run 
operations with 
efficiency and 
effectiveness.

Ensure consistent 
operations- full control at 

all times and across all 
systems and processes and 

provide comprehensive 
training to employees.

2nd Line of Defence:
Compliance and Risk

Management

3rd Line of
Defence:

Internal Audit
Oversight Body – Board Audit Committee (BAC)

1st Line of Defence:
Internal Control

Measures

Assume ownership of 
controls.

Assess the overall risk                   
environment and prepare 

a detailed plan for 
ensuring monthly, 

quarterly, half-yearly and 
annual compliance 

testing.

Perform key control tests 
in line with set policies 

and procedures and 
advise the management 

on necessary action plans.

Accountable for 
identification and 

efficient management of 
risk, including guidance

and training.

Audit effectiveness of 
risk management and 

control framework.

Constructively challenge 
thinking, stimulate scenarios, 
engage in stress-testing and 

issue appropriate 
recommendations.

Provide independent 
assurance to the Audit 

Committee and the 
Board.

• Assist the Board in evaluating the adequacy of 
governance and internal control framework

• Assure the Board that financial records are complete, 
financial statements reflect a true and fair view of the 

Group’s financial position based on International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and Bangladesh 

Financial Reporting Standards (BFRS) and are free from 
any material misstatements. 

Monitor control effectiveness 
and related performance and 
advise the Board accordingly.

Provide guidance, advice, 
support, training and share 

best practices.
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Large direct employment impact 

1,253 Total workforce 

13% Female employees in the workforce 

99.9% Bangladeshis in the workforce

• 1,253 staff were directly employed by Robi in 2021 

• 13% of the total employees comprised women 

• Bangladeshi citizens accounted for 99.9% of the total employees

NATIONAL CONTRIBUTION

Robi is Bangladesh’s top-2 telecommunications Company with about 54 mn subscribers that represents around 33% of the Axiata 
Group’s total customer base of about 163 mn. Thus, Robi has a substantial contribution to the Group and the national economy. 
Through its investments, Robi is recognised one of the best employers, a significant taxpayer, and an entity with substantial                
purchase of local services.

Salient points 

Gross value added (GVA)

0.5% Robi’s contribution to Bangladesh’s GDP in terms of GVA
 (gross value added)

 Contribution to GVA (in USD) 

• Robi’s total GVA contribution to Bangladesh’s economy reached USD 1,664 mn, accounting for 0.5% of total national                       
GDP in 2021 

• Robi’s operations directly and indirectly contributed USD 837 mn, accounting for 50% of the total GVA contribution 

• Capital investments contributed USD 251 mn, with a share of 15% of total GVA 

• GVA contribution due to productivity improvement stood at USD 576 mn, accounting for 35% of the total GVA

1,664 mn



1 Including GDP contribution from market penetration related productivity impact
2 Total government tax revenue was BDT 3,300 billion (USD 39 billion). (Source: Ministry of Finance, Bangladesh)

Large indirect employment impact

113,111 Total jobs supported 

1,253 Directly employed 

72,164 Operationally indirectly supported jobs 

39,694 Jobs supported by capital investment

• Robi supported over 113,100 jobs in 2021 through its operations and capital investments 

• Robi’s operations directly supported over 1,253 jobs and indirectly supported over 72,164 jobs 

• Robi’s capital investment supported over 39,500 jobs 

Capital and operational expenditure

Tk. 69,173 mn Total capital and operational expenditure (USD 790 mn) 

• Every USD 1 spent on capex resulted in USD 7.5 GVA contribution1

• Operational expenditure comprised USD 568 mn 

• Capital expenditure comprised USD 222 mn 

Contribution to the state purse 

Tk. 47,195 mn Contribution to state exchequer (USD 539 mn)

• Robi contributed USD 539 mn in total taxes and fees paid 

• This accounting for 1.4% of the total tax revenue of the government of Bangladesh2
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Robi Axiata Limited
   Robi Corporate Office, 53 Gulshan South Avenue,

Gulshan-1, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh
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